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Increasing the Profits.
There are many farmers carrying on a
Licensed Auctioneer,
moderate dairy business who are finding
MAINE.
the profits from that branch of their
•μII'rII PARIS,
work
Ternie Moderate.
quite small and unsatisfactory.
We hear it more and more in these later
PARKER,
Λ
tiSBEE
|
years. Only a few days ago'we heard a
1
bright young man state positively in a
Attorney· and Counsellor· at Law,
MAINS.
public meeting that he was getting more
KUMTOEU FALLS,
actual net profit from a sheep than he
General Practice.
Ralph T. Parket was from a cow. While a measure of
Geo rift !>. Rt"i>ee.
his better net protit from sheep was
probably due to the man, yet "there are
L. BUCK,
others," and the fact caunot be over^
Dentist,
Surgeon
looked that under the management
MAINE.
generally prevailing throughout the
SOUTH PARIS,
dairy sections of the state, the margin of
warranted.
\11 my best work
net profits from a herd of cows is not
inviting to the business.
specially
M.
D.,
STEWART,
M
ilow can the net profits of the dairy
j
business be enlarged?
This is a question of importance, and
Physician and Surgeon,
may well be thoughtfully studied by
every individual dairyman for himself.
We know full well that the environSouth Paris.
Muxlui Block,
ment of the individual controls results
in large measure in that individual's
it ι*. Junes.
Hence it is not for us to suggest
case.
a change that can be adopted by all
LHKKT I». PARK,

j

ijK

Dentist,

alike.

fact that generally obtains
the dairy business of our
4.
1
to
12—
to
Hour·—9
Oft e
state.
The grain feed needed in the
business is nearly all purchased from
K. SMITH.
I
the market. Our dairymen have gradually dropped into that practice. Cow
Attorney at Law,
feeds are offered for sale within easy
MAINE.
NORWAY,
reach of every cow owner. It is easier
Collections a Specialty. —a
Hi rm Block.
simpler problem—to send the team
to the station or the store and load up
IV KRR1CK A PARK.
with feed, than it is, through long-laid
plans, to provide it some other way.
Attorneys at Law,
There is a good deal of dropping into
MAINE.
BETHEL,
practices easy to reach, and without
Ellery c. Park.
much business calculation over the matA l lison K.Herrlck.
This is just
ter of comparative cost.
has come about with the dairy
what
3. HARLOW.
business among us. So large a measure
of the money received for the products
attorney at Law,
MAINE.
of the dairy goes to pay for purchased
HI \ M ELD,
grain feed that but little—too little—is
left for the operator.
RIGHT A WHEELER,
Λ remedy for the present situation is
to grow the needed grain feeds on the
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, farms where the cows are kept. It is an
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
error that this is not being done throughAlton C. Wheeler.
out the dairy sections of our state.
James S. Wright.
There is land enough in the farms as
now owned on which to do it and teams
enough to do the work. All that is
need.*d is the go and do it. Oats, peas
and barley are good grain feeds, all are
Me.
Main
St.,
sure crops with us, and give as bountiful
14
yields as anywhere in the country.
Scarce a farmer but cau raise his five to
ten acres of grain with little increase of
cost if he but wills to do it.
Another way through which present
conditions can be remedied is to discontinue winter dairying, chietly, making
the bulk of the milk in that season of
the year wheu little grain feed is needed.
I
Lead
of
:k!s
Λ! K.
Formerly products of the dairy, winter
Pipe Repairing,
made, sold at much higher prices than
and Iron.
the summer make.
Dairymen then
very properly got in the way of running
Tfltphonc 1:11-11.
their dairies through the winter mon'he,
that required heavy grain
a practice
feeding. Cold storage has raised the
price of ttra^s butter made in summer,
aod reduced the premium on the winter
make correspondingly. The former advances of winter dairying, as compared with summer, are not uow realized.
The old-fashioned way of arranging for
the cows to have their dry period in
winter, freshening in spring as the
and fed
weather advances,
warmer
and green crops
on pasturage
chietly
Guar·
Satisfaction
(ilMs'xrs. Cash or Credit.
from the field, with little or no outlay
anteed.
16 Years Experience.
Eyes Tested | for
grain, will leave quite as much or
Free, (iraduate Optician.
more money, net, to the operator, as is
now being realized under the present
Maine.
One Year in
management of heavy winter feeding on
Here is a
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To increase the profits of the dairy
business, either more of the grain feed
should be grown on the farm where
needed, or the business should be so
modified that less grain is fed.—Maine
Farmer.

Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond,
Paris Hill, Maine.

The Clark System.
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Vermont Farmers
\

VISIT THE BBTTEB

FARMING TRAIN AND

HEAR THE

The Better Farming Special made its
entry into Vermont Monday, after a

successful week in New Hampshire.
The first stop wat at Ryegate. This
being in a leading dairy seotion, the
BOOTH TARKINGTON.
dairy car was the center of attraction.
Author of "The Gentleman From Indiana" and "Monaleur Beaueaire"
Secretary George Aitken of the state
the
board of agriculture addressed
farmers upon the selection and management of a dairy hard. He showed a
Copyright, 1902, by S. 5. MeClure Co.
picture of a cow on the Billings farm
of
butthat had a record of 403 pounds
Û
ter per year for eight years, made at a
For a bull
cost of 13 cents a pound.
An* hyuh I is. an' li.vuh you Is, nu' de
XVIII.
CHAPTER
calf from such a cow he had refused
blessed Jesus be tbank', you Is hyuh!"
RAI LEY was not the only man
from une of the Vanderbilts $5,000. He
Tom regarded ber with a grave atin Koueu wlio bad been sayadvised feeding dairy stock coarse fodtention. "What made Mrs. Tanberry
der and roots and not highly concentrating to himself all day that
think I might be coming there tonight?"
ed feed. He urged farmers to go back
each accustomed thing be did
to raising sheep, advising medium sized
"Dey's cur'ous goio'a on in dat house,
of
wa.t doue for the last time.
Many
De young lady, she am' like hersub!
sheep for Vermont farms.
"Farehis comrades went about with
Professor Hills spoke on the advanself. All de day long she wanduh up
well. old friend," in their hearts, not
tages of cow test associations for Veran' down an' roan' about. Mis Tanonly for the people, but for the usual
mont dairymen, which will enable them
berry are a mighty guesslfylng womto weed out of their herds the cows that things of life and the actions of habit,
an, an' de minute I tell her what Xelse
now become unexpectedly dear and
do not pay their keep.
a-comin' an' dat de
Prof. William Stuart of the state ex- sweet to know or to perform. So Tom see she s'pec' you
fo' It!"
periment station spoke in the horticul- Vanrevel, relieved of bis hot uniform, boss mos' pintedly preparln'
"Can you make It a little clearer for
tural car on spraying orchards and po- loose as to collar, wearing a big dressHe advised two sprayings in
Mamie? I'm afraid I don't undertatoes.
ing gown and stretched in a chair, me,
orchards, and three or four sprayings in watched the «unset from the western stand."
potato fields, every ten or twelve days, window of the
"Well, suh, yon know dat ole man
dusty office, where he
beginning the last of July, as a pre- had dreamed
he allays tell me ev'yt'Ing be
through many sunsets In Nelson;
ventive of blight.
know an' ev'yt'Ing he think he know,
T. S. Kinney of South Hero, Grand summers past, and uow took his leave
de same, suh. An' dat ole Nelse,
Isle county, a well known apple grower of this old habit of his In silence, with jass
and orchard authority, talked on tho a long cigar, considering the chances he mes' 'sessful cull'd man in de worP
value of the apple crop to Vermont largely against his ever seeing the sun to crope roun' de house an' pick up de
farmers. He said it was the most profitan' git de 'fo' an' beblne er
go down behind the long wooden bridge gossip
able crop in the state, as the average
what's goln' on. So 'twas dat he see
at the foot of Main street again.
and
was
#1,
cost of a barrel of apples
The ruins of the warehouses had been de boss, when he come In to'dea eventhe average selling price never less than
1
l_m_.
rr-^
and the river was laid clear
removed,
was
last
700,000
The
82.
year
product
ran bet\veen brown
his
It
a
to
reach
soon
sight.
would
it
and
barrels,
million barrels. He urged farmers to banks like a river of rubies, and at
hold their crop until there was a market the wharf the small evening steamfor each variety, and not sell it to the boat. ugly and grim enough to behold
first buyer that came around. The from near by, lay pink and lovely in
closer the producer goes to the con- that broad
glow, tooting Imminent deHe desumer the better off he will be.
an hour might elapse
although
parture,
could
farmers
clared that by combining
it would back into the current
ship their product in carload lots to the before
The sun widened, clung briefly to
city markets and get the profits that
.he horizon and dropped behind the
have been going to the buyers.
Other speakers accompanying the io^i hills beyond the bottom lands; the
train through Vermont are Professor L. stream grew purple, then took on a
K. Jones, who speaks on horticulture luster of
pearl as the stars came out,
and insect pests, Ernest Hitchcock of
while rosy distances changed to misty
HuntA.
Pittsford, on forestry; and W.
the chatter of the birds in the
er of
Worcester, Mass., on the milk blue;
Main street maples became quieter
question.
Mr. Hitchcock in his address calls at- and, through lessening little choruses
tention to the cash value in our wood- of twittering, fell gradually to silence.
lands. He says that two-thirds of all And uow the blue dusk crept on the
the area in Vermont is wortless except town, and the comer drug store winto produce timber, and some years the dow
lights threw mottled colors on
income trom forestry has exceeded that
the pavement. From the hall, outside
to
farmers
He
from the dairy.
urges
the closed office door, came the sound
handle their woodlots so that they will
of of quick, light footsteps. It was Crai·
acre
An

By

Ù

C

themselves.
of wood
spruce ought to yield a cord

reproduce

every year, and an acre of white pine
ought to produce 1,000 feet of lumber
annually. He suggests that the Htate
aid tho farmers in securing white pine

seedlings

at cost.

the different stopx
The attendance
and
ranges from about 200 up to 500,
the train has attracted much attention
all along the route.
lue

at

fcariy

uaraen.

Now is the time tu start in for the

ley going out, but Tom only sighed to
himself aiul did not hail him. So these
light footsteps of Crailey Gray echoed
but a moment in the stairway and
were heard 110 more.
A few moments later a tall figure,
wrapped from neck to heels in a gray
cloak, rapidly crossed the mottled
lights aud disappeared Into Carewe
street. This cloaked person wore on his
head a soldier's cap. and Tom, not rec-

It u'ittt the vain Mamie.

lu', tek dat heavy musket offn' de

raeks au' load uu' cleun lier, an' he do
it wid a m'ghty bad look 'bout de
tuouf. Deu lie goue up to de cupoly
au' lef' It dab au' deu come down
:ig'lu. Whiles dey all is eatin' he
'uouuee th'ee time' dat he goin' be
'way endu'in* de eveuiu*. Deu be goue
out de front do' au' out de gales an'

ognizing him surely, vaguely wondered
why Tappingham Marsh chose to mufbave a good vegetable
fle himself so warmly on a June evengarden, for the purpose of supplying
ing. lie noted the quick, alert tread as
oue family with their needed supply of
unlike Marsh"3 usual gait, but no susvegetables fresh from the soil. This
hie mind that the figure
garden need not be an extensive affair. picion crossed
Should a farmer start out with an effort might be thht of his partner.
A rocket went up from the Rouen
to supply everthing that can be named
as desirable for family use, and in quanHouse, thpn another, followed by a
tity of each sometimes recommended by salvo of anvils and u rackety discbarge
those who know nothing of the matter, of small arms, the beginning of a
early garden.
farm ahould

Every family living

dowu de street. Deu, Buh, deu, suh,
'taiu't uo mo'u a half 'n 'our ago, Nelse
come to me au' say dat he see de boss
come rouu' de stable, keepiu' close in
by de shrubbery, au' crope in de ballroom winder, w'lcli is close to de
groun', suh. Nelse 'uz a cleaniu' he
harness in de back yo'd, an' be let on
not to see him, like. Miss Betty, she
walkiu' lu lier gynhdeu au' Miz Tanberry fan' ou de po'eb. Nelse, he slip
de house wliuh de lights uln' lit an'
stau' au' listen long time in de libcrry
at de foot er dem sta'lis, an' he liyuh
dat man move, suh! Den Nelse kuow
dat he doue crope up to de cupoly room
an'—an' dat he settiu' dah, waltin'!
Soze he come an' toie me,- au' I beg

on a

he would be sure to find himself swamped with the labor involved before the
season was very far advanced.
Enough of the common vegetables
desirable for table use for a single family, and in abundant supply, can be
grown with trifiing outlay of labor.
Seed for a few hills of early potatoes
should be started now in artificial heat,
and transplanted to the garden as aoon
In this way,
as danger of frost is past.
gain of a couple of weeks in their growth
be
may be easily eecured, and they
ready for the table at a time when much
desired. Many kinds of vegetable plants
in admay be eecured at greenhouses
vance of their season, and transplanted
to the garden at as early a date as the
soil would be ready for seed. In this
way, several weeks of time is gained
with their growth. A little timely
attention in this and similar directions
will add much to the pleasures of life

noble display of fireworks in celebration of the prospective victories of the
United States aud the utter discomfiture of the Mexicans when the Rouen
volunteers should reach the seat of
war. an exhibition of patriotism which
brought little pleasure to Mr. Vaurevel.
Dut over the noise of the street he
heard his own name shouted from the
stairway, and almost instantly a violent knocking assailed the door. Before he could bid the visitor enter, the
door was thing open by a stout and excited colored woman who, ut sight of
him, threw tip her hands in tremulous
thanksgiving. It was the vain Mamie.
She sank into a chair aud rocked

Miz Tauberry come in de kitchen, an'
I shet de do' au' I tole her. Au' she
sentied me liyuh to you, suh. An' if
you 'uz a-gjiu'. de good Qod 'Imlghty
mus' er kep' you outel I got liyuh !"
"No, I wasn't going." Tom smiled
a
upon her sadly. "I dare say there's
simpler explanation. Dou't you supaud Mr.
pose that if Nelson was right
Curewe really <sid come back It was
because lie (lid uot wish his daughter
and Mrs. Tauberry to kuow that—that
he expected a party of friends, possi-

WANTED.

bly, to joiu him tliej'e later?"

"What he doin' wid dat gun, suh?

Nobody goin' play cyahds lier frow
dice wid a gun, is dey?" asked Mamie
as she rose and walked toward the

Eoc'y Hsuntain Tea Nugget3

door.
"UXi, mar was jiruuuuiy uj uiauw.
"No, sub!" «lie cried vehemently.
"Au' dern gelmuu wouldu' play t'niglit
no way; lnus' on 'em goln' wid you
tomorrer, an* dey saylu' goodby to ile'r
Mlz
folks dis evenin', uot gambiin'!
'11 be lu a stute er uilue ontel

■·

Tanberry
she hyuh

fuui nie, an' I goin' hurry
back. You won' eoine dar, sub? I kin
tell her dat you say you sutney ain'
comin' nigh our neighborhood dis

Ely's Cream Balm

night?"

"I had not dreamed of coming, tell
her, please. Probably I shall not go out
at all this evening. But it was kind

of you to come. Good night."
He stood with α candle to light her
down the stairs, but after she had gone
he did not return to the office. Instead,
he went slowly up to his own room,
first into Crailey's—the doors

glancing

of neither were often locked—to behold
chaos of disorder and unfinished
a
packing. In bis own chamber It only
remained for him to close the lids of
a small
a few big boxes and to pack
which he meant to take with

trunk
him to the camp of the state troops

HILLS,

Lowes! Prices in Oxford Only.

and be would be ready for departure.
He set about this task and, concluding
that there was no necessity to wear
his uniform on the steamboat, decided
to place it in the trunk and went to
the bed where he had folded and left
it. It was not there; nor did a thorough search reveal It anywhere In the
stolen
room. Yet no one could have
the
it, for when he had gone down to
this
office Crailey bad remained on
few
floor. Mamie had come within a
and
minutes after Crailey went out,
his conversation with her the

Spring Humors

NORWAY,

appetite
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durable,

re-

RUGS

Entirely new process, any flie and
variety of design. Costa Ιβββ and will
outwear any rug made.
Call and eee sample or send for booklet M.

NOVELTY RUG CO.,
j68 Congres·
PORTLAND.

Street.
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Setting Hens

for Beat

Results.

In years gone by, I have always se
mv hens in
good, roomy boxes lin χ i
with clean straw and well up off th<
floor, but in 1005 I tilled the box hal f
full of sand and ashes, sifted to get ri< I
of atones and cinders. On this om ,
inch of straw was placed and the boxe.' ,
r
put on the floor. In this way ever; >
There was no troubli
hatched.
egg
,
with lice on either hens or chicks and n<

chicks were dumpish or sickly.—Ed
ward H. Quimby, Strafford County »
Ν. H.

Wanted.
All kinds of

ing year.

Pulp

Wood the comsolicited.

Correspondence

April iath,

H. D. COLE,

Bryant'· Pond,

1905.

Me.

»
A correspondent of the Michigai
Farmer gives this remedy for the chok
head
ed cow: Just raise the animal's
I
draw out the tongue, throw a handfu
and Ic t
of salt well back on the tongue
known th β
go. He says he has never
i
loss of an animal where this metho
was

used.

How Loo; Should a Hen Run
with chicks it a question often heard
a
My hens usually leav > their chick·
three weeks, even in May. Chicks us
uaily get along well. If hens show n<
signs of weaning their chicks at fivi
weeks, I take them away and theyar

A hen that want
soon laying again.
to run with her chicks a couple ο
months is certain to be a rather poo
laver.—F. Ε. Holbert, York County
Me.
One of the many objections to acrul
stock ia that one never knows wha
he ia going to get as a result of breed
ing. A cow may be a good milkei
yet prove a veritable scrub when re
quired to produce a calf with dalr;
ability. A bull may have good cor
formation and look well, yet lack th
power to transmit anything of value t
hie calves.

and to build np the syitem that hai
suffered from them is to take

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and PUis

Forming in combination the Sprinf
Medicine par exoetisnos, of unequalled
strength in purifying the blood ai ι
shown by unequalled, radical and per

■

manent cores ef

during
office door had been open; no one could
have passed without being seen. Also,
a thief would have taken other things
and surely
as well as the uniform,
would
Crailey must have heard; Crailey
—Crailey—
Then Tom remembered the figure In
the long cloak and the military cap
and with α sick heart began to understand. He had read the Journal, and
wish to
he knew why Crailey might
that
masquerade in a major's uniform
read it, too,
Carewe
Miss
If
night.
and α strange wonder rose in her mind,
her.
this und a word would convince
the
Tom considered it improbable that
wonder would rise, for circumstances
a mishad too well established her in
at
take, trivial and ordinary enough
two
first, merely the confusing of
but
names by a girl new to the town,
so strengthened by every confirmation
she
Crailey's wit could compass that
would no doubt only set Cummings1

Salt Rheum
Scrofula
•oald Head'
Bolls, Plmptei I
AN Kind· of Humor Paoriaele
Rheumatism
Blood Holeonlng
Oatarrh
Dye po pel·, KM ι
error.
paragraph uside as a newspaper
Aooept no substitute, but be sur· R Still Crailey had wished to be on the
safe side.
β·* Heed's, aid get it today,
■
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"Mamie, have you
rather bitterly. He was from the hall.
convinced that the harlequin would brought him Γ
"It's I!" he cried as he plunged
come home soon, replace the uniform
(which was probably extremely becom- trough the doorway. "It's Vanrevel!"
Mrs Taiiberry set the Iron candleing to him, as they were of a height
and figure much the same) and after- .tick down upon the table with a crash.
You ve come too late!" she sobbed.
ward in his ordinary dress would sally
^ ''nS taken your death 0°
forth to spend his last evening with
Fauchou. Tom wondered how Cralley
He reeled back against the wall
would feel and what he would think
about himself while he was changing "O God!" he said. "Cralley!"
"Yes," she answered. "It's the Door
his clothes, but he remembered his
partner's extraordinary powers of men- vagabond that you loved so well."
they ran trough the hall
tal adjustment, and for the first time in
Tom

The Two Vanrevels

ADDRESSES.

Our Maine farmers have heard much
of the Clark system of raising hay aD(i
The
are much interested in the matter.
Orono Experiment Station in response
an inves"· tied
Palp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Ilem-1 to urgent invitations bas made
While endorsloi '< and Poplar, delivered on car* at tigation of the system.
herself to and fro, g.is;>ing to regain
that iutense culany Κ. H. Station from Pownal to Bethel, ing thejjeueral theory
her lost breath. "Bless de good God
tivation will produce more hay, the stathe coming year.
tion does not believe that as a whole it
E. W. PEN LEY, West Paris.
'Imiglity, you ain' gone out!" she pantcommends itself to Maine farmers. The on a farm.
J. >1. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
ed. "I run an' I run. an* I come so fas'
reasons for this judgment are thus sumMay 30, 1904.
Desirable as a garden is, there never I got stitches in de side f'um head to
med up by Prof. Chas. D. Woods.
should be more undertaken than can be heel!"
that
thorough
is
it
probable
"Although
well cared for. The garden must be
Tom brought nor η giuss or wmw,
H CLUSTER'S
preparation and fertilization of the soil kept clean of weeds.—Maine Farmer.
she drank betweou gasps.
which
run
the
in
will
profitprove
for hay
long
"I uevah run so befo' cnduiu' my
able even in Maine with its distance from
Then and Now.
Δ Lu 7 Slcdioind for Busj Poopi*.
Ilvin' ilnya." she asserted. "You knows
markets, growing grass for the purpose
Γ::η Gjiica Kcaith and Renewed Vigor.
A dairyman of fifty years' standing
is probably not the best
me, who I am au' wliuui I cum f'um,
A neeific f
C imlMlm. Indigestion. Li*· Ι of selling hay
he
his
in
that
early experience
for the average writes
! l··"
Ί-.uhl^s Pimples. Eczema, Iuipur? kind of agriculture
well's 1 knows· who you is, 1
his
uigh's
his
with
selling
cows,
made
money
I'
*1 BUI Brvnth. ghnw Howls. Πnirtirhf farmer in this state.
In a few localities
and a half cents a reckou, Maje' Vanrevel?"
'i· ■·':.!■
twelve
at
i' Rs.*ky Mountain Tea in :al.
butter
near to the
larger cities hay farming
! 'ii
.■ < a
lx>*.
U.nuiu·» made b;
have
"Yes. yes. I know. Will you tell me
pound. The practice then was towinter
Cupanv, Madison. Wis.
may prove a profitable industry.
run dry during the cold
sent you?"
who
cows
the
the
gen"While thoroughly endorsing
COLD: ·» t.iiSGETS FOP. TALLOW PEOPLE
season, freshen in spring, and be at their
"Miz Tauherry, suh, (hit who sended
eral proposition that thorough prepseashe done
the
grass
best during the flush of
me. an' lu a venomous hurry
aration aud high manuring of the land is
feed needed with de same!"
little
The
son.
grain
iu
success
grass
essential to the highest
this management was raised on the
"Yes. Why? Does she waut me?"
raising, the station does not rec uurnend
"
farm, so that every dollar received for
'Deed she
method
the
Clark
by
of
Mamie emitted a screech.
the adoption
man
the
to
net
was
carrying
the product
Dat de
not!
does
Maiue farmers, chiefly because it does
mos' everlas'in'ly
business.
the
ou
uot tit in witli mixed farming and rotaexackiudes' llvlu' t'ing she does
that
ve'y
submit—was
we
manageNow
tion of crops. The coarse products of
is quickly absorbed.
bad in its day, and not waut!"
the farm should be fed upon the farm ment altogether
Gives Relief at Once.
"Then what Is it, Xlurnle?"
would it be now? Though the
aud the manure returned to the land in further,
of the product was so low,
It cleanses, soothes
"Lemrne git my href, suh, nn' you
order to maintain aud increase fertility selling price
footed up a very creditable hole yo'ue whiles I tell you! She say
heals and protects
is selling fertility from the the net
Selling
hay
left
the diseased memand it is the net only that is
to me, she say. 'is you 'quainted Maje'
farm. Three tons of timothy and red flgure,
brane. It cures Cain 'the operator's pocket. Are there Yaurevel, Mamie?' s' she, an' I up'n'
remove about til) pounds of nitrogen,
top
the
with
all
tarrh and drives
at the present time,
■St pounds of phosphoric acid and 58 many
ansuh, 'Not to speak wkl, but dey aln'
that has been made in the busiaway a Cold in the
noue ou 'em I don' knows by sight an'
pounds of potash that it will cost more progese
of
Head quickly. He-Il Λ V ΡΓ^Γ
in
the
protein
and
knowledge
ness,
Den
that $18 to replace commercially.
uone betterer dan him,' I say.
rations
stores the St"usee of iW» ® · fc w fc
balanced
through
and
feeds
"The plan of a hay farm does not ad'Γ iate and SmelL Full size 50 cts., at Drui·more of milk a day she say. she say, 'You run all de way
a
few
which
are
quarts
mit of rotation of crops. Rotations
she say. s' she,
ywts >τ by mail ; Triid Size 10 ct.s. by niaiL
ate squeezed out of the modern dairy an' tin' dat youug man.'
important in the proper aud ecofed heavily on purchased grain 'an' if you don' git dah fo' he leave, er
Ely Brothers, 56 Warreu Street, New York· very
nomical handling of land. For instance, cows,
from the West, who are realizing more don' stop him ou de way, dcu Qod
if potatoes or corn are grown preceding
earlier dairybe in equally good net per cow than did those
'Imighty ferglve you!* she say. 'But
grass, the land will
With the double per pound value
tell him f'um Jane Tanberry not to
condition fn>m fall plowing and once men?
you
with
fre- of the product now as compared
dis
come nigh dis house or dis gyahden
harrowing in the spring as from the
is
not
by sum- then, if the net realizedbe that largelj night! Tell him dat Jane Tanberry
quent harrowings necessitated most
present
ol ahead, then it must
Iu the rotation
mer seeding.
is somewhere seriously a) warn him lie mus' keep outer Carewe's
the cost of the preparation of the seed management
Farmer.
it?—Maine
is
way outel he safe on de boat tomorrer.
fault. Where
bed falls upon a money crop as potatoes,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
Tell him Jaue Tanberry beg him to
or corn, and not upon the next season's
Are Farms Factories?
stay In he own room dis night, an' dat
grass crop.
bented knees Γ Δη'
"The seeding formula recommended
The best farms to-day are in realitj she beg it on her
I tole her what
by Mr. Clark does not contain clover. farm factories—a place where the dis she say to me when
This is the most important forage plant things that finally bring the cash art Nelson see in dat house dis evenln*.
that tbe Maiue farmer can grow. It ii made, not merely produced. This ii
iti
rich in protein and is able to obtain
essentially so concerning the dairy
nitrogen from tbe air. While clover hay farm. The grass, the hay, the grain
does not command as good price as thai the corn forage are not sold; they art
be
from red top and timothy, it can
worked up by a set of cow machine!
Com· to moat people and cause many
ton and has a into milk, another product, and on ι
grown at a less cost per
MAINE.
milk has U
value."
the
cheese
or
farm,
feeding
butter
trouble·,—pimple*, bolls and otba
greater
All this will be interesting to oui go through another manufacturing
wit!
eruption·, beside· loin of
for the money
Maine farmers. It is with this as
process before it is ready
ex
that tired feeling, lite of biliousness,
of the buyer. It is difficult to maki
many other fads. When carefully
i:
amined and probed to the bottom it
s >me farmers see this farm factory sid<
indigeetlon and beadaohe.
found that there is no improvement ovei of the question in its true light.—Hoard1!
The sooner one get· rid of them tin
le
Setter
methods.
sense
the common
Dairyman.
Farmers.
alone.—Journal
the fads
better, and the way to get rid of then
when nia<le Into h»nd*orae,
versible, iia.numade

Democrat.
sighed

himself0"

his life Vanrevel made no allowance
for the other's temperament, and there
came to him a moment when he felt
that he could almost dislike Cralley

tJth :tl!nr

to the library. Cralley was lying on
the long sofa, his eyes closed, his head
like a piece of carven marble, the gay

uniform in which he had tricked himself out so gallantly open at the throat
At all events, he would go out until and his white linen stained with a few
Cralley had come and gone again, for little splotches of red.
Beside him knelt Miss Betty, holding
he hail no desire to behold the masquerader's return. So he exchanged her lace handkerchief upon his breast
his dressing gown for a coat, fastened She was as white as he and as mohis collar and had begun to arrange tionless, so that as she knelt there
his cravat at the mirror when sudden- Immovable, beside him, her arm,
ly the voice of the old negress sçemed alabaster, across bis breast, they might
The
ua\e been a sculptor's group.
to sound close beside him in the room:
handkerchief was stained a little, like
"He's settin' dah—waltln'!"
The cravat was never tied. Tom's the linen, and, like it, too, stained but
hands dropped to his sides as he start- « little. Near by on the floor stood a
ed back from the staring face In the flask of brandy and a pitcher of wamirror. Robert Carewe was waiting, ter.
and Cralley— All at once there was
lou.
Miss Betty's face showed no
but one vital necessity In the world for change nor even a faint surprise as her
that was to find cjes fell upon Tom Vanrevel, but her
Tom Vanrevel

Gray.

like'

Sir. Carewe, stricken with remorse and
horror over this frightful misfortune
and suffering too severe anguish of
mind to remain upon the scene of the

tragedy

which

his

carelessness

had

made, had tied, attended by hid servant, and bow they bud leaped aboard
the evening boat as it was pulling out

and were now on their way down the
river.
And this was the story, too, that Tom
told Fanchon, for it was be who brought
her to Crailey. Through the long night
she knelt at Cralley's side, his band al-

ways pressed to her breast or cheek,
her eyes always upward and her lips
(loving with her prayers, not for Crailey to be spared, but that the Father
would take good care of blm in heaven
"I had already gi/eu
till she came.
bim np." she said to Tom meekly In a
■mall voice. "I knew it was to ouïe,
and perhaps this way is better than
that—I thought it would be far away
from me. Now I can be with him. nnd
perhaps I shall bave liirn a little longer,

looking cheering and smiling. We
do It for him this once. I guess! I
never saw hiiu any other way."
"You look very smiling yourself!"
as

can

snuflled Will.
"I will when we turn In at the
gates," retorted the captain. "On my
soul I swear I'll kill every suililiug
Idiot that doesn't! In line, there!" he
stormed ferociously at a big rerruit.
The lively strains of the band and
the shouting of the people grew louder
and louder in the room where Criuley
lay. His eyes glistened as he heard,
and he smiled, not the old smile of the
worldly prelate, but merrily, like a
child when music Is heard. The room
was darkened, save for the light of the

—

He must go to Cralley even
In Carewe's own house. Ile must go
to Cralley!
He dashed down the stairs and into

Cralley.

the street. The people were making a
great uproar In front of the hotel, exporting bombs, firing muskets in th·
Sir, sending up rockets, and, rapidly
crossing the outskirts of the crowd, he
into Carewe street unnoticed.
Here the detonations were not so deafening, though the little steamboat ut
the wharf was contributing to the confusion with all in her power, screeching
simultaneously approval of the celebration and her last signals of departure.
At the first corner Tom had no more
than left the sidewalk when he came
within α foot of being ridden down by

passed

two horsemen who rode at so desperate
a gallop that, the sound of their hoof
beats being lost iu the uproar from
Main street, they were upon him before
be was aware of them.
lie leaped back with an angry shout
to Know who they were that they rode
At the same time a sharp
so wildly.
explosion at the foot of the street sent
a red Hare over the scene, a Hash, gone
with such incredible swiftness into renewed darkness that he saw the (lying
horsemen almost as equestrian statues
illumined by a flicker of lightning, but
he saw them with the same distinctness that lightning gives and recognized the former as Robert Carewe, and in
the instant of that recognition Tom
knew what had happened to Cralley
Gray, for he saw the truth in the ghastly face of his enemy.
Carewe rode stiffly, like α man frozen
like
upon his horse, and his face was
that of a frur.cn man, his eyes glassy
and not fixed upon his course, so that
it was

a

deathly thing to

see.

long ago. Tom had seen a man
for his life, and he wore this

Ouce,
riding
same

look. The animal bounded and swerved under Vanrevel's enemy In the mad
rush down the street, but he sat rigid,
bolt upright In the saddle, his face set

to that look of coldness.
The second rider was old Nelson, who
rode with body crouched forward, hie
eyeballs like shining porcelain set In
ebony and his arm like a flail, cruelly
lashing his own horse and his master's

with a heavy whip.
"De steamboat!" he shouted hoarseand
ly, bringing down the lash on one
then on the other. "De steamboat, de
steamboat! Fo' God's sake, honey, de

steamboat!"
They swept into Main street, *>risuu
leaning far across to the other's bridle
and turning both horses toward the
river, but before they had made the
with
corner Tom Vanrevel was running
all the speed that was in bim toward
his enemy's house. The one block between him and that forbidden ground
seemed lo hint miles long, and he felt
that he was running as a man In a

dream and at the highest pitch of agonized exertion, covering no space, but
only working the air In one place, like
a treadmill. All that was in his mind,
heart and soul was to reach Cralley.
He had kuowu by the revelation of
Carewe's face in what case be would

tind his friend, but us he ran be put
the knowledge from him with a great
shudder and resolved upon Incredulity
In spile of his certainty. Ail he let
himself feel was the need to run, to
run until he found Cralley, who was
somewhere in the darkness of the trees
about the long, low house on the cor-

lips soundlessly framed

the

word

"You!"

Tom flung himself on his knees beside her.
"Cralley!" he cried In a sharp voice
that had a terrible shake In It. "Cralley ! Cralley, I want you to hear me!"
He took one of the limp hands lu his

and began to chafe it, while Mrs. Tanberry grasped the other.
There's still a movement in the

pulse,"

window which fell softly upon his
head and breast and upon another fair
head close to his, where Fanchon knelt.
In the shadows at one end of the room
were Miss Hetty aud Mrs. Tanberry
and Mrs. Bareaud aud the white haired doctor who had said, "Let him have
Ills own way in all he ask;·,." Tom
stood alone, close by the head of the
one

she faltered.

Still, echoed Tom roughly. "You're
mad! You made me think Cralley was
dead! Do you think Cralley Gray is
going to die? He couldn't, I tell you—
You don't know him!
he couldn't.
Who's gone for the doctor?" He dash-

ed some brandy upon his handkerchief
and set it to the white lips.
"-Mamie. She was here in the room
with me when it happened."
"'Happened! Happened!'" hf mocked her furiously. "'Happened' is a
*

beautiful word!"
"(t<xl forgive me!" sobbed Mrs. Tanberry. "I was sitting In the library,
and .Mamie had just come from you,
when we heard Mr. Carewe shorn from
'Stand away from
the cupola room,
my daughter. Vanrevel, and take this
like a dog!
Only that, and Mamie and

to the window, and we saw
through the dusk a man In uniform
leap back from Miss Betty—they were
In the little open space near the hedge.
He called out sjmething and waved his
hand, but the shot came at the same
Even then I was
time, and he fell.
sure, In spite of what Mamie hud said,
I

ran

I was ns sure as Robert Carewe was,
that It was you. He came and took
one look—and saw—and then N>lson
brought the horses and made him
mount and go. Mamie ran for the docIn.
tor, and Betty and I carried Cralley
It was hard work."
Miss Betty's hand had fallen from
Crailey's breast where Tom's took its
feet
place. She rose unsteadily to her
and pushed back the hair from her
forehead, shivering convulsively as she
looked down at the motionless iigure
on the sofa.
"Cralley!" said Tom, In the same

angry, shaking voice. "Cralley, you've
got to rouse yourself! This won't do;
He
you've got to be a man! Cralley!"
was trying to force the brandy through
the tightly clinched teeth. "Cralley!"

tlie people wnispered tnat it was more
like an Odd Fellows' Sunday funeral
than the departure of enthusiastic pa·
trlots for the sent of war. General
Trumble's was not the only sad face In
the ranks. All were downcast and nerv·
otis, even those of the lads from the
country, who had not known the comrade they were to leave behind.
Jefferson unfurled the flag, Marsh
gave the word of command, the band
began to play a quickstep, and the procession moved forward down the cheering lane of people, who waved little
flags and handkerchiefs and threw
their hats In the nlr as they shouted;
but contrary to expectation, the parade
was not directly along Main street to
March!"
the river.
"Right wheel!
commanded
Tapplngham hoarsely,
waving hie sword, and Jefferson led
the way Into Carewe street.
"For God's sake, don't cry now!" and
Tapplngham with a large drop streaking down his own cheek turned savagely upon Lieutenant Cummlngs. "That
Isn't what he wants. He wants to see

couch.

"Here lltcy conic!"
for he was to have gone away before

noon."

The morning sun rose upon a fair
world, gay with bir.l chattering* from
the bip trees of the C'arewe place and

pleasant

with the odors of Miss

Betty's

garden, and Oral ley, lying upon the

bed of the man who had shot blui,
hearkened and smiled goodby to the
eumuier he loved; and, when the day
broke, askvd that the bed bj moved so
that he might lie close by the window.
It was To:.) who bad liorne him to that
"I have carried him before
room.
this," he said, waving the oth.-rs aside.
Not long after sunrise, when the bed
bad been moved pear the window. Crailey begji'.Hl I'::::«hon to briup him a
miniature of his mother which he had
given her and urg".l her to at tor it
herself. He wanted no ha mis but here
And when she
to touch it. he sai l.
had gone he asked to be leu alone with
Tom.

UIVU liJir

J»

J U

litll vif

J.UUI,
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"I'd like to keep hold of It u
minute or ho. F couldn't have said that
yesterday, cuuid I. without causing us
both horrible embarrassment? But I
fancy I can now because I'm done for.
I'm very
That's tix> bad. Isn't it?
Da you remember
young, after all.
what poor Andre Cheuier said as he

faintly.

up to be guillotined?-'There were
things in thi » head of mine!' Hut I
want to tell you what's been the matter with me. It was just my being a
bad sort of poet. I suppose that I've
never loved any one, yet I've cared
more deeply than other men for every
lovely thing I over saw, and there's so
I'd
little that hasn't loveliness in It.
be ashamed not to have cared for the
beauty In all the women I've made
love to—but about this one—the most
went

beautiful of all—I"—
"{••he will understand,"

quickly.

said

Tom

"She will—yes—she's wise and good.
If Fauchon knew, there wouldn't be
even a i::e:::ory left to her, and I don't
think she'd live. And, do you know, I
believe I've i.one a favor for .Miss Betty in getting myself shot. C'arewe will
Tom, was ever a
never come back.
man's knavery so exactly the architect
of his own destruction as mine? And
for what gain? Just the excitement of
the comedy from day to day, for she
was sure to despise me as soon as she

"Hail to the band!" Crailey chuckled
"How the rogues keep the
time! It's 'Uosiu the Bow,' all right!
Ah, that is us It should be. Mrs. Tanberry, you and I have one thing in
common, if you'll let me flatter myself so far. We've always believed in
good cheer, you and I, eh? The best
of things, even if things are bad, dear
lady, eh?"
"You darling vagabond!" Mrs. Tanberry murmured, trying to smile back

softly.

to him.

"Hark to 'em !" said Crailey. "They're
very near! Only hear the people cheer
them! They'll 'march away so gayly,'
won't they? Aud how right that Is!"
The vanguard appeared In the street,
and over the hedge gleamed the oncoming banner, the fresh colors flying
out on a strong breeze. Crailey greeted
It with a breathless cry. "There's the

flag—look, Fauchou. your flag!—waving above the hedge, aud it's JetT wuo
carries It. Doesn't it always make you
want to dauce! Bravo, bravo!"
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DOCTORS' FEES.
A

Medical View of (lie Charsea and
Work of rhrali'ian*.

The law of supply η ml demand regulates medical compensation to a very
great extent. It id a natural phenomenon. over which neither the professor
nor the laity have much control. Where
there ure many physicians of equal
ability competition grluds down the
fees. If the income drops below living
the
expenses the least successful leave
community or take up other means of
getting bread and butter. The tittest
survive, and in every locality the composition of the profession is In a state
of constant flux—never the same from
year to year and constantly regulating
Itself to the work to be doue. When a
man develops exceptional skill his services are demanded more and more.
are bid up by competitors on tho

They

other side. He Is, Indeed, compelled to
raise his fees to prevent overwork,
would
strange as that may seem. He
if
not be doing his duty by his patients
he tried to treat a hundred a day. and
that many would crowd his ollices If
his fees were 2T> cents. It Is also a fact
that a surgeon can «Ιο more now than
ever

l>efore— a few can do wonders us

knew, and llie desire to hear her voice
with the surgeons of a cento me, and compared
say another kindly tlilug
they receive more in proago—and
tury
womIn
every
the everlasting perhaps
the operation of natural
by
portion
of
desire
an, and this one the heart's
law. IIow they gained this ability Is
all the world! Ah, well! Tell me—I
Immaterial to the question. Indeed,
want to hear it from you—how many
not all have ability to profit by fortuihours does the doctor say?"
tous opportunities to learn surgery.—
"Horn's, Cruiley?" Tom's hand twitch- American Medicine.

ed pitifully in the other's feeble grasp.
DcsUlc him knelt Miss Dcttj/.
When he reached the bordering
"I know it's only a few."
Cnrloan Belgian Competition*.
"Croiley?" whispered Miss iiotty,
hedge be did not stay fir gate or path,
"They're all fools, doctors!" exclaima chair.
of
back
the
The
Itolghin artisan : pends his leisure
ou
himself
leaning
heavily
but with a loud shout hurled
ed Vanrevel fiercely.
Taubernon-l manner. He broods a
Mrs.
a
at
In
looked
She
very
V"
half over, half through, the hedge, like "Crailey
And I know that nothing
no.
"No,
Mrs.
for crowing and that which
but
cock
ry with vague Interrogation,
a bolt from a catapult.
You all see it, and you special
can be done.
reuched
can outcrow Its fellows has
uot understand.
wouldn't
or
Lights fboue from only one roim in Tanberry did
to
want me
you
go easily,
tho highest pinnacle of perfection. The
"Crailey!"
It
the house, the library, but as he ran
so
much.
let me have my own way
modus operandi is to place the cag<>s
It was tlien that Crailey'e eyelids
toward the porch a candle flickered in
I own up, to think that
and his frightens me,
tho roosters in long rows,
containing
aud
slowly
opened
of
sound
fluttered
the
there
came
the hail, and
so soon I'll be wiser than the wisest In
that propinquity creates
at
first,
slowly
It
dull
for
appears
glance,
wandering
a voice weeping with terror.
Vet I always wanted to
the world.
of emulation, without which
as it rested
the
and
twinkling
spirit
clear
At that he calltd more desperately grew
Λ
kuow. I've sought and I've sought—
the proceedings would fall flat.
the ashy, stricken face of his best
upon his incredulity to .aid him, for on
but now to go out alone on the searchtho organizers of
by
marker
api>ointed
the voice was Mrs. Tanberry's. If it friend.
his
it must be the search, for the Holy
the show Is told off for each birJ.
"Tom," he said feebly, "it was worth
bad been any other than she who nobnumGruil-Γ'clothes
Just
wear your
being to note carefully the
duty
bed so hopelessly, she who was al- the price to
'Tlease don't talk," begged Tom in a ber of crows for which It Is responsible
ways steady and strong! If he could once!"
broken whisper, "for mercy's sake, lad. in the same fashion as the laps are
Miss Betty saw and
last
at
then
And
he would have stopped to pray now
It wears on you so."
recorded In a bicycle race. The cusunderstood, for not the honest gentleweakly. "Do you tomary duration of the match is one
•ofore he faced her and the truth, but
laughed
Cralley
Robert
one
except
man whom every
think I could die peacefully without hour, the winner being tho cock which
Ls flying feet carried him on.
^arewe held in esteem and affection,
a great deal? There's one tiling ecoren tho highest number of points in
"Who is it?" she irasned brokenlv
talking
not her father's enemy, Vanrevel, lay
Tom—I wuut to see all of them the allotted time.
I
want,
in his
before her with the death wound
once more, all the old friends that are
other,
that
but
her
sake,
for
breast
What
at noon.
Cool y.
and going down the river
Crailey Gray, the ne'er-do-weel
I want them to
harm could it do?
"Is "cooly" the name of a people?
wit,
poet
light o' love—Crailey Gray,
to
the
boat,
come by here ou their way
It is believed to be. The word belongs
and scapegrace, the well beloved town
with the band and the new flag. But to all the Indian vernaculars. Etymoloscamp.
I want the baud to play cheerfully! gists have l>een tempted to tiud its
He saw that she knew, aud as his
Ask 'em to play 'Rosin the Bow,' will
in the Tamil "kuli." which means
brightening eyes wandered up to her you? I've never believed in mournful- origin
or
hire, payment fur menial odd jobs
be smiled faintly. "Even a bad dog
ness, and I don't want to see any of it the hireling odd Job man himself, but it
likes to bave his day," he whispered.
It's the rankest impiety of all! is pointed out In Dr. Murray's dictionnow.
And, besides, I want to see them as ary that when the word appears early
CHAPTER XIX.
they'll be when they come marching in the seventeenth century it refers to
west of India,
When you go to a drug store PTTTIlLL CUM MINGS had abandon- home—they must look gay!"
a tribe of C.uzerat, in the
don't!" Tom fluiig far from the Tamil speaking south—
I
ed the pen for the sword until
I
don't,
lad,
"Ah,
YY
and ask for Scott's Emulsion
such time as Santa Anna one arm about the other's shoulder, and the Kuli, or Koli, who seem to have
ou know whet you went; the W&gfl should cry for quarter, and
Cralley was silent, but rested his hand been often employed by Europeans as
*
an imnan knows you ought to have had left tl« oiHce in charge of
gently on his friend's head. In that at- bearers and carriers.
substitute, but late that night titude Fauchon found them when she
£. Don't be surprised, though, ported
be came to his desk once more to write came.
Canatlc Cnrlyle.
Γ you are offered eomething the story of the accident to Corporal
with
The volunteers gathered at the courtOne day Thomas Carlyle went
bad
wrote
They Millals to look at the letter's house,
ise. Wines, cordials, extracts, Gray, and the tale that he
house two hours before noon.
been already put Into writing by Tom met each other dismally, speaking in and after gazing with wonder at all Its
3., of cod Hver oil are plenti*
Vanrevel as it fell from Crailey'e lips undertones as they formed In lines of splendors be turned to Mlllais and
:l but don't Imagine you are after the doctor had come, so that none four, while their dispirited faces show- asked In his brusque manner, "Has
it
ed that the heart was out of them. Not paint done all this, Mr. Mlllais?" The
stting cod liver oil when you might doubt it. No oae did doubt
What reason had Mr. Carewe to injure so with the crowds of country folk and painter laughed and replied, "It has."
for
thirty
.ake them. Every year
Crailey Gray? Only five in Itouen townspeople who lined the streets to "Then," rejoined the dweller of the
increasing knew the truth, for Nelson bad gone see the last of them, for these, when modest house at Chelsea, "all I have
/ears we've been
Jie sales of Scott's Emulsion. with bis master, and, except Mamie, the band came marching down the to suy is that there are more fools Iq
of the Carewe house street and took Its place, set up a royal the world than I thought there were."
Becauae It haa alwaya the other servants
hold had been among the crowd in cheering that grew louder as Jefferson
been better thaa any aubatltuta front of the Rouen House when the Bareaud, the color bearer, carried the
It Wunldat Be Rl«kt.
■hot waa fired.
for It
"Now, Susie," said the teacher, 'If
flag to the head of the procession. With
So the story went over the town ho*
the recruits marched the veterans of your father should agree to work for
had called to say goodby tc
1812 and the Indian wars, the one $2.f>0 a day and at the end of six days
Crailey
for
fr··
aampl·
8snd
Mrs. Tanberry; bow Mr. Carewe hap
legged cobbler stumping along beside should bring home $13, would that be
pened to be examining the musket hh Geueral Trumble, who looked very de- right?"
SCOTT Λ BOWNE, Chamlcto
father had carried in 1812 when th<
"No, ma'am," replied Susie, "an* It
jected and old. The lines stood In
Ν aw York weapon was accidentally discharged silence m..I responded to the cheering wouldn't trke uia long to tell him so,
409-418 ΡμγΙ Street,
the ball entering Crailey's breast; bo* by c,;:Ie'.:.· rennvlmr their hats, so that you bet you!"
BOe. and $1.00. All drwgglat·
ner.

Cet
COTT'S
mulsion

Why?
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Tkrm· :—91 JO a year If paid strictly In advance. otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
>therwl»e $3.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cents.
C ni verbally. Church.
Sunday School every
at 10:4ft a. m.
ADTKKTMUUCim:—All legal advertisement* Sunday
JO
for
insertions
$1
are given three connective
Mrs. F. E. Shorey of Portland visited
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
maile with local, transient and yearly advertis- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hamers.
mond, a few days last week.
The Universalut Ladies' Sewing CirJob PuxTtao .-—New type, fast presse·, steam
power, experienced workmen and low price· cle will meet next Thursday afternoon
combine to make this department of oar basi- with Mrs. Ernest Shaw at two o'clock.
nets complete and popular.
All are cordially invited.
The regular directors' meeting of the
Coming Events.
library will be held with Miss F. A.
Hammond next Wednesday afternoon at
>xford Pomona Grange, Bethel.
Mav 3, 9.—Annual meeting of East Oxford Local I1 three o'clock.
Mrs. William DeWitt Hyde and Miss
Union. Y. P. 9. C. E., Mechanic Kails.
Hatch of Brunswick were guests at the
Hubbard House several days last week.
NKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
George R. Hammond and crew have
begun work on a large new barn for
Opportunity.
Tor Sale.
Charles L. Case, Esq., at Long Look
Shrubs and Plants.
Farm.
Vllbd
Dresses.
May ball Tuesday evening at Academy
Opentng Sale of Chlhlren's Spring
Bovs' Clothe».
Hall. Four pieces of music. Admission
Sale
For
to spectators 10 cents.
Dancing tickets
A New Harness.
50 cents. Ice cream and cake oil sale
Pianos
Fishing Tackle.
during the evening. A good time
Kor si*.
guaranteed.
Bankruptcy NoticeFound.
for
Cattle.
Bryant's Pood.
Pasturing
Job Teaui Work.
H. Rollins of Dover and grandDr.
J.
Clothes Insurance.
son Herbert Currier, have been in town
this week.
Arbor Day Proclamation.
John B. Kobinson of Oxford and Henry
Both sentiment and consideration■» of practical
the
Induced
Legisla- Klous of Lawrence were in town Monutility were the causes that
ture of Maine to set apart one day In the spring day.
The wise purpose of this law I*
as Arbor Day
The town schools commenced Monday,
to promote the plantlug of trees, vines and
The teachers are:
shrubs for a< lorn nient and grateful shade, and April 23.
In accordance with lts provisions, 1 hereby
Village Primary—Delia Nelllgan.
designate
North Woodstock—Maud Stevens.
Core—Jennie Bradbury.
Friday, the Fourth Day ol May, as
Cha<<e— Edith Cu»hman.
Arbor Day.
Whitman—Ida LIUlehtle.
and recommend tts observance to our people
I'nlon—Mvrtle Herrlck.
generally, and urge that the teachers ami chilBillings— felsle Cuahman.
broadeffort
to
dren of our schools make special
Mr. H. G. Blount of Bates occupied
en this beautiful and necessary custom.
A
GIVES at the Executive Chamber at Augusta, the Baptist pulpit Easter Sunday.
In
the
of
fourth
April,
this twenty
day
concert was given in the evening.
nine hunyear of oar Lop 1 one thousand
Capt. C. C. Adams was at S. L. Rues'
dred and six, and of the Independence of
the United State· of America the one hun- over Sunday and returned Monday to
and
thirtieth.
dred
New York where his vessel is.
William T. Cobb.
By the Governor,
The pond is nearly clear of ice and the
Byko.n Bovd.
fishermen are setting anxious.
Secretary of State.
Mrs. A. M. Irish has returned from
Somerville, Mass., where she has passed
Convention.
State
Republican
the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
A Kepub i<-an -tate convention will be held In
Charles Woodbury.
City 11 all. Port and Wednesday, .lune 37, 190·!,
Mrs. Alger Millett is sick with bilious
at 10:30 o'clock a. M.. for the purpose of nomibe
to
supported fever.
nating a candidate for Governor
at the Septeui'wr election, and tran acting any
other business that may properly come before It.
Greenwood.
T ne basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city. town and plantation will be entitled
The fact was mentioned several times
for
75
votes
cast
for
each
to one delegate; and
luring the last year or two that Willard
tin- Republican candidate for Governor In MN
derrick's health was failing, and when
an additional delegate. and for a fraction oi to
votes in excess of 75 votes, a further addi- winter set in it was thought very doubttional delegate. Vacancies In the delegation of ful if he lived to see the return of
tided
any cltv. town or plantation can onlv lie
Later on he rallied somewhat
by residents of the county In which the vacancy spring.
so that his son, Ralph, with whom he
exists.
The State Committee will be In session In the was
living, went to work in Willis' saw
reception room of the hall at s»Λ) λ. m. of the day mill after
employing Henry Morgan to
of the convention, for the purpose of receiving
with his
credentials of delegates. In order to be eligible do the chores and remain
mint
to participate In the convention, delegate*
parents during the night.
be elected *ub#e<|uent to date of the call for this
until Tuesday
Thus he continued
convention.
Ail electors of Maine, whatever their political morning, when, after eating his breakIn
the
who
believe
have
been,
affiliation* may
fast and doing a few light chores he regeneral principles and policy of the Republican tired to an
adjoining room to rest on the
partv and desire Its succès· at the polls In the
coming election lo this state, are cordially In- lounge a while accordtng to a long
vite 1 to unite under this call In electing dele- established habit.
Au hour or two later
gates to the convention.
his wife went iuto the room and found
Per order, Republican State Committee,
St τ h M Cartkk, Chairman.
in
a
natural
him lying
position, but seeΒιγκο.ν Β«»τυ, Secretary.
ing no motion she soon learned that his
1908.
30,
Lcwlston, April
spirit had fled while entirely alone.
More than once he had expressed a deUnder this call, there will be a total of 1438
sire on going to sleep, that be might
delegates In the convention. Oxford County I»
ne^er &»ake again in this life; and to
entitled to SS, as follows :
5 all appearance that wish was finally
1 j Norway,
Albany,
3
3
Oxford,
Andover,
; gratified.
9
5 i Parle,
Bethel,
1 ne iuuerai occurreu
uursuay iitw3
3
Peru,
Brown field,
3 noon at the house conducted by under3 1 Porter.
Bucktleld,
I taker Frank Andrews of South Wood1
Boxbury,
Byron,
3
Rum ford,
Canton,
stack. Diviue services by Kev. Seth
3
1
Stoneham,
Denmark,
Benson of Noith Paris, who spoke
4
Stow,
Dlxlieid.
3 words of comfort appropriate to the
3
Sumner,
Frveburg,
1
1
Sweden,
Glical,
occasion. Singing by Edgar Morgan,
1
1
Upton,
Grafton,
3 Sylvester ('ole aud his two daughters.
V\ aterford,
3
Greenwood,
3
Willard Herrick lived a married life of
1
Woodstock,
Hanover.
more than Hfty years, the union beiug
PLANTATIONS:
1 blessed with two sons and two daugh2
Lincoln,
Hiram.
1 ters, all married except the youngest
3
Magalloway,
Loved,
1
1
Maeon,
Milton,
son, who has always lived at homo with
4
Mexico,
The angel of death ha>:
8S his parents.
1
Total,
Newry,
never entered the family until on the
present occasion. Mr. Herrick had been
a somewhat prominent person in town,
The California Disaster.
served several years as one of the
It is now possible to express in figures having
seiectinen, beside holding other office;
something of the extent of the ruin and although never a communicant, he
wrought by earthquake and tire in Sao was a good citizen, a kind husband and
Francisco. The authorities differ widea loving father.
ly as yet regarding the number of lives
The same forenoon on which Mr.
lost, some placing it as low as three derrick died a
girl baby was born to Mr.
it
at
a
make
least
while
others
hundred,
tnd Mrs. Randal Herrick, distant relathousand. Probably something near the
tives of the former, and living hardly
exact number will eventually be known.
more than a stone's throw from each
The burned district is about fifteen
,other, thus forming a somewhat singular
square miles, comprising the most valu- coincidence.
able part of the city. The property loss
On a section of road not more than
is not less than $300,000,000 and 300,000
three miles in length, leading over
people are homeless.
Patch Mountain, no lens than eight men
These are only estimates, and what
have died in less than a decade of years,
for
the
is
as
difficult
mean
about
they
all of whose widows are still living, and
ordinary mind to grasp as the meaning several of them on the places where
of the sign of infinity, but they at least
their husbands died. None of them
show that in destruction of wealth this
have married again so far as known.
country has never had any disaster to
Peter Yates, an inmate of the town
compare with this.
broke his leg recently by falling.
Then, too. a number of other towns farm,
He had a shock when a child, since
were wrecked, making outside of San
which time that whole side has been
Francisco a loss which would be stagdiseased.
gering were it not overshadowed by the
greater disaster.
Oxford.
The one brightest ray of cheer in conKev. Mr. Chapman has invited T. A.
nection with the calamity is the fact
Koberts Post and Corps to attend serthat within less than a week after the
vices at the M. E. church Memorial Sunmillion
than
more
twenty
earthquake
Kev. Mr. Newport will deliver the
dollars of public and private funds had day.
address on Memorial Day.
been appropriated and subscribed for
The high school will give an enterthe relief of the stricken people, and
tainment on the evening of May 4th.
that from all parts of the country relief
T. A. Koberts Corps will give an entertrains were hurrying toward San Frantainment with drama May 11th, with
most
what
those
cisco, carrying
people
ice cream aud cake for sale.
needed. -It is a most impressive maniT. A. Roberts Post and Corps will
festation of the fraternal spirit of the
hold a memorial service on May lUtb.
American people.
Mrs. Hattie Francis is visiting her
It is also gratifying, though in no
brother, E. W. Edwards.
sense surprising, to learn that preparaRalph Edwards is driving the baker
tions for rebuilding are going on with
cart for Wilfred Perkins.
characteristic American "hustle," and
Mr. and Mrs. Linneus Millett have rethat a new city, perhaps built with more
turned from Woodstock, where they
reference to the possibility of earthhave been visiting relatives.
quakes, but certainly better and more
Miss Η. E. Hersey of Boston was here
beautiful than the old. will rise from the
for a few days last week.
ruins.
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Mrs. Martha Kimball and daughter,
Lalia Smith, are stopping with her son
Abner for the present.
Mr. Brice Kimball and Mrs. Lalia
Smith went to Berlin Monday to attend
the funeral of his sister, Mrs. Abbie
G rover.
Lovell.
Mrs. Carrie Penley baa left home for
the summer to work out.
The drama given at the Centre Friday
Mr. Abner Kimball has bought the evening was largely attended and gave
cottage farm of Mr. Eben Kilborn and is much pleasure. A social dance was enmaking repairs on the buildings at joyed. Music by Packard's Orchestra.
Fishing has begun on Upper Kezar
present.
Mrs. Roscoe Emery returned home last Lake, the ice going out Wednesday.
Friday after caring for her niece a few Elwin Hubbard took the first salmon,
weeks.
S1-2 pounds. A friend with him got
All the sufferers from whooping cough ono up to the boat but lost him. A man
are gaining slowly.
from Portland got one of 3 1-2 pounds
John Kimball put his pulp in the river Thursday, and Β. E. Brown took one
last week.
Friday weighing 11 1-2 pouuds.
Miss Katharine Walker has been at |
Mason.
home from Portland for a week.
The town schools will begin Monday
Mrs. W. H. Doten of South Paris calland friends the with the following teachers;
ed on old

In this paper is published the call for
the Republican state convention, which
will be held in Portland June 27th.
While this is what is known as the "off
year" politically, the situation is such
that this year's convention will be of
more than the usual interest and imporFor quite a term of years the
tance.
state conventions, although characterized by a good degree of enthusiasm,
were also characterized by what might
mechanical unanimity"
be termed a
which gave them something of the
appearance of being cut-aod-dried. The
convention of 11HH, with a contest for
the nomination, made a break in this
condition of things. It is altogether
probable that Governor Cobb will be
renominated without opposition this
year, but the fact that so much of the
action of the convention may be fairly
forecasted is no reason why the convention may not be, in appearance and in
neighbors
fact, a genuine council of representa- past week.
Eli A. G rover has bought a U. S.
tives of the party from all sections of the
state. In the caucuses soon to be held, cream separator.
taken
to
choose
not only
A. J. Abbott of West Paris was in
care should be
delegates who will be sure to attend the town Monday.
Miss Lura Merrill is visiting her aunt,
convention, but also the beet and strongMrs. Ervin Hutchinson.
est men of the party.
Marion R. Bean visited her grandmother, Mrs. Addison S. Bean, of West
Weeka-Corkum.
Bethel, the past week.
In Portland on Wednesday evening,
Mrs. Ε. H. Morrill went to Norway
at
the
home
of
the
bride, the past week.
April 25th,
occurred the wedding of Mr. Marshall C.
H. G. Mason is visiting in Norway.
Weeks, formerly of South Paris, and
John Westleigh returned from Nor·
Miss Florence A. Corkum of Portland.
waj the 25th.
The house was tastefully decor.ited with
J. M. Philbrook was in town the 25th
evergreen, ferns and pinks. The ring looking after cows and calves.
service was performed in the presence of
B. C. Uhlman went to Massachusetts
near relatives and friends.
The maid of
Monday to visit friends and for a short
man
honor and best
followed by the vacation for his health.
bridal party entered the parlor to the
strains of the wedding march played by
South Rumtord.
Miss Alice McGraw. The bride was
Marge Hall is ill with scarlet fever.
dressed in white silk, and carried a bouCharles Lapham's six children have
quet of bridal roses and maidenhair
fern. After the ceremony the couple bad the measles, and several others are
received many congratulations and good βposed.
Mrs. Frances Hutchins has returned
wishes for their future happiness. Refreshments of ice oream, cake and puneh 1 from East Bethel, where she has been
risiting her son, James Hutchins, to her
were served by three young ladies dressed in blue. Mr. and Mrs. Weeks were laughter's, Mrs. Wallie Clark's.
Samuel Thurston has charge of the
the recipients of many pretty and useful
1 erry at Romford Centre.
After a two weeks'

gifts.

BackfMd.

West PMte.

Mra. Gilbert TiltOD it quit· 111. Mrs.
A «pedal train bearing »
tion
Fellows «romAbou Ben ▲. F. Til ton of Aabarn is caring tor her.
For two weeks I have lent no local· to
Adhem Lodge of Auburn
of South Pari· arrived here about the Democrat, tor the reason that at
time·
my right hand is badly affected,
W«lw«taj
▼iait by special inTitatlon Weet Pans and to-day it is no easy task.
Lodge No. 15, and a most pleasant ooAny specialist on rheumatic troubles
for
Abou Ben with good references may ând a willing
Adhem Lodge is considered to have the patient by calling on Gilbert Tilton.
«.m ta «h. .t.ta,«.d This is supposed to be an ad. Alas tor
the poor old soul who has become a
worked the first degree to the
pleasure of all present, It bring itated mass of mental and physical wreckage,
Kind friends
by some of the lodge members here to be with nerves unstrung.
may care for yon, bnt they will suggest a
thousand and one impossible things that
you should or should not do so that it
almost breaks the heart.
Which furnished most eojoysble
Doubtless there never was a person in
Speeches were made b, membersι of the
was the enjoyment of health who could have
eeWal lodges and ample
done to a bountiful banquet which was any conception of the feelings of the
in the lower hall. In all about person with shattered nerves.
The people were pleased over the rehas gone toNor- turn of Rev. and Mrs. Pottle.
They came very near a fire at the
way to work as clerk in the hardware
itnre of W. C. Leavitt.
Withington brush works a few days
Some of our older residents who-were since. This is the second call within a
acquainted with the family will be few weeks at this building.
Mrs. Fred Record, who has been ill,
was able to resume her teaching MonPortland April 15th in his68th day in the intermediate.
C. R. Whitten of Augusta has recently
vear
He leaves a brother, George Dunof Portland, and two
Mn,· visited his mother, who is improving
from
her injury from a frightened team
Martha Dunham and Mrelingwood, of North Paris. Mre. Danham in the early winter. Her trained nurse,
attended her brother's lunerai, which Mrs. Beauroth, left Saturday, and Mrs.
was held in Portland the 17th of Apr». Hardy has taken her place.
The remains of two of Buckfield's
Some thirty years ago the parents of this
family Mr. and Mrs. James Dunham, former citizcne arrived last week from
were for several years residents in our Auburn to be buried with their kindred
—James Roberts, 89 years of age, a
aod» C. Young gc tM· «* «» former respected citizen, and Mrs. Ada
North Anson to .ay
Durgin, whose mother, the widow of the
the family of her son, Rev. C. H. YoMg
ϊ°απκ· late Loring Farrar, preceded her by tour
who has changed from Bowdoinham to weeks.
Sadie Thorn is teaching in the North
that town since the Methodist conference.
Mrs. C. H. Young has been visiting Sumner and Woodstock union district.
Her father, John O. Thorn, has recently
her relatives here for the past week.
Mrs. Lydia Buck of Berlin Ν. Π-, bas visited her.
Dr. A. E. Cole is filling his neat and
been visiting her brother, J. C. Howe,
and other relatives in town, for several tasty store with dry goods and notions,
which are to go at cut prices.
weeks, and is now at C. H. Lane s.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Gardner of Dixfield
W J. Wheeler of South P*"8 recent y
sold Ε Ε. Tuell a nice Mehlin piano, spent Sunday with bis parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
week put into the lodge room
Eugene Gardner.
A. F. Tilton and son, Merton E., of
for West Paris Lodge, I. 0. O. F., an in
Auburn, have recently visited Mr. Tilstrument of the same m**®·
,.
Fenowe' ton's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert TilThere was a sociable at Odd Fellows
Hall last Friday evening for thebenetit ton.
Born, to the wife of D. W. Emery, a
of the grammar school base ball team,
Allie Richardson, who has boarded f<> daughter.
time at A. L. Ryder's, is sick with
Help to care for the sick is more than
in demand.
Wm. Cushman, the long-time Hartford
Curtis and family of Boston are spending a week's vacation at A. correspondent of the Democrat, and the
R
promoter of the Custard Pie Associaof Lynn. Mass., is visit- tion, is stopping with Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham at present. We invited him to dine
WW Society with us on Fast Day on custard pie
met last Wednesday with Mrs. J. *. to which be readily responded. WilliAm
and 1 have passed the three-quarter-pole,
M. Mann is having the stone founda- and are sure quitters on the home
stretch. Our frames aro wrecked and
tion put in for his new mill.
C. S. Bacon last week again opened his angling, with a perceptible hitch in our
fruit and vegetable store ™ih
gait. It is a hard job to be an old man.
tractive display of goods. Mr. and Mrs.
Bacη intend to run the store through
Mr. Sanford Lucas, having spent seven
the summer if not longer.
weeks in Portland for medical treatment
Mrs. S. N. Young had an auction of of bis eyes, has recently returned home
some farming implements and house- with lus vision greatly improved.
He
has resumed labor and is in his usual
. union gospel good health.
Mr. J. E. Warren has given up his
temperance service Sunday evening, the
stable at Hotel Long, and is preparing to
Paris Manufacturing Co. shut keep a few horses in his stable connected
down their mill on Fast Day.
with his borne. He is also making reΕ
Ε. Verrill from Bates College pairs and improvements on his house.
last
for
the
Mr. Hamden Allen, past S3 years of
preached
Sunday
going to North Paris in the aiter- age, not giving heed to his steps, as be
was bringing in an armful of wood with
Caleb Fuller, who has for several lantern in his hand, fell and lacerated his
been seriously ill with kidney face, and was quite seriously shaken up.
disease complicated with other troubles He is however up and about as usual
died earlv
"
last Saturday morning. The caring for his stock and farm. He has
™ h.ld Monday April 9Mbu « recently hauled and worked up at his
11 o'clock, conducted by Rev. J. H. Lit door about eight cords of wood.
tie of South Pans. A sketeh of Mr.
Rev. A. W. Pottle was called to WinFuller will appear in our next items.
throp Tuesday to attend the funeral of
Kev. Ε. T. Adams recently deceased.
West Sumner.
Mr. Adams was for six years presiding
There have been no services in the elder of the Lewiston District and was
Baptist church for two weeks except the one of the foremost members of the
Sabbath School. We suppose the pastor Maine Methodist conference.
is unable to reach here owing to the exMrs. Emily Sayers of Illinois has spent
tremely bad traveling. Quite a congre- the winter in Buckiield, caring for her
gation gathered last Sunday and went sister, Mrs. Livonia Bangs Murdock.
away disappoin'ed. We hope he will be Mrs. Sayers is now planning to return to
able to be with us next Sunday.
her home, hoping to take her sister with
George Packard, who has been living her. Mrs. Emeline K. Quimby is assistin Henry Young's house this winter, ing tbem.
has moved into his own house. Mrs.
Mrs. Merritt Parsons, having spent
Packard's father and mother, Mr. and several weeks with friends in Nashua,
Mrs. Young, who have been boarding .V. H., returned to her home Thursday
with them, have begun housekeeping afternoon. Miss Parsons, daughter of
Merritt Parsons, connected with the
again.
A parish meeting was held in the Maine Central Hospital in Lewiston, has
H.
F.
Universaliet vestry Tuesday,
been spending several days with her famoderator.
The
Brown,
following fhnr
officers were elected to serve the ensuing
Mrs. Henry Ladd of Mexico, on her return from a vi»it in Boston, called on her
year:
Clerk—Geo. H. Barrow β.
cousin, Mrs. Lucy Skillings.
Treasurer—Ο. G. Chandler.
Mr. Charles Withington is regrading
Executive Committee—Geo. A. Chan<ller, Herhis grounds about his homestead, greatly
bert Heath, Geortce Clark.
his lawn.
Two new members were elected to the improving
Mr. Rosalvo Crockett is grading and
parish, G. D. Gross and George Clark.
hie grounds about his place,
School began Monday in Pleasant extending
thus keeping pace with the march of imPond District taught by Miss Philips of
provements in his neighborhood.
Livermore.
Through the kindness and forethought
Mrs. Jeanette Pinkham of Lincoln,
of Mr. Harry Dudley the Methodist paswho has spent the winter with her sistor has a fine woodpile at his door, all
ter-in-law, Mrs. Hosetta Ryerson, returnprepared for the stove, measuring over
ed home Monday.
five cords.
The many friends of Mrs. Cynthia
On their return from the conference a
Bisbee are glad to welcome her home
week ago Rev. A. W. Pottle and wife
again. She Rpent the winter in Wood- were met
at the depot and taken w'^h
stock with Mrs. P. L. Wyman.
team to the parsonage, where they found
a
made
Emery Ryerson recently
trip the house
opened and warmed, and a
to Oxford to visit his sister, Mrs. Susie
nflinptuous meal laid upon the table. A
Richmoud.
cordial reception is accorded to the
Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson will be away for very
and wife.
the next week helping her daughter, pastor
Mrs. Gilbert Tilton was taken quite
Mrs. Emma Hollis, move to Tuelltown.
ill Thursday. Her husband,
After the winter's long silence it was seriously
and for years your correspondent from
not thought fitting that Easter should
Bucktield, continues quite feeble. They
pass without a tribute of praise. On *re fortunate to have a son with them
account of the rainy weather on Easter
who cares tenderly for theory
Sunday, the concert which was to have
been given at the Universalist church
East Sumner.
was
postponed to last Sunday. The
The three or four former residents of
church was very prettily decorated with
now residing in San Francisco,
Easter bells and potted Sumner,
evergreens,
or near by, have not yet been heard from
plants. The following programme was and some
anxiety is felt regarding their
in charge of Mr. Geo. A. Chandler:
Roeelnt condition. Frank Barrett has two sisOrgan Voluntary,
Wonderful Savior
Choir. ters there, one of thom a helpless invalid,
Responsive Reading of Scripture.
and Rev. L. W. Muttart has a son in
W. M. Hammond.
Prayer
Oholr. Alameda. Mrs. Lucy Furbish Campbell,
Heart Echoes,
a
Bowc.
cousin to the wife of your correspondRecitation,
Myrtle
Easter Bells
Choir. ent was located on Masonic Avenue in
Mrs. Farrar and Mrs. Robertson
Dnet.
As she is quite an able,
■Ifttus Is Risen
Choir. the'fated city.
Recitation
Beulah Bobbins. graphic writer, we hope to soon get an
Duet, with full choru·
account of the terrible calamity from an
Mrs. Farrar and Mr. Hammond.
The Master's Call
Choir eye witness whom we know to be reι'οΐο, 'Tie Waking Time
Myrtle Rowe. liable, if perchance she Is living. The
Helen Robertson. brotherhood of
Reading
loyal men and sympathetDuet
Mr. Hammond and daughter Clara.
Volunteers to the Front,
Choir. ic women is exempli6ed in the generous
We are more
Mrs. M. E. Farrar. responses to calls for aid.
Solo, In G'ory to Appear,
Coronation,
Congregation. and more impressed with the beauty,
Several children living on farms in the healthfulness and safety of Old Maine.
outlying districts had prepared recita- "Stay in Maine, young man."
tions but were kept away by the bad
Ε P. Russell and wife, who have been
traveling.
quite sick and in the care of a trained

George Pye and bride have moved

< ο thslr farm on Hall Hill.

on

|

Village—Elinor Small.
Centre—AUce A. Stearns.
Slab City—Althea Farnham.

No. Lovell— M bertha Andrews.
West Lovell—Evelyn Lord.

West Buckfield.
Charles Lowe was so unfortunate as to
Dr. U.
M. Heald was called to set it. Mr. Lowe

break bis leg Monday afternoon.
is

as

comfortable

Harry Buck

is

as could be expected.
hauling plank for C. E. !

Foster from Heald's

field.

saw

mill to Buck- ]

Ed Pbinney is at work for A. S. Hall. I
Jehu Gregg has moved his family to
the Tucker hum.

|

Wilson's Mills.
School commenoed April 15th with L.
B. Coy as teacher, it being his second

nurse, are

improving.

able to walk
Rev. Mr. Muttart is
out in pleasant weather, but will not be
able to supply his pulpit for a while to

C°Rev. G. Walter

now

Fiske of Auburn is to

deliver the address at East Sumner on
Memorial Day. He is said to be an interesting speaker and, doubtless, a good
house will greet him.

Japs
Keep Strong
How

A MOUNTAIN OP GOLD
MM
The Easter oonoert at the M. S. church ooold not brins m mnob happiness to
vu not given until April 22, m the Mn. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline, Wis., as
tor was attending conference in Pcrt- did one 2fo. box of Bucklen'a Arnica
i. All the exerouee bj the ohlldren SalTe, when it completely cored a runwere finely given and muoh credit 1* due ning sore on ber leg, wblob bad tortured
Greatest "antiseptic
Mrs. Durell (or her nntiring efforts. The ber 23 long yean.
decorations were attractive and appro- beater of Piles, Wounds, and Sores. 25c.
DEMOCRAT HEADERS CAN LEARN SOMEpriate to Eaater. The choir, assisted by at P. A. Sburtleff A Co.'i Drug Store.
THING OP VALUE FROM THIS.
Mr. Pnabard, rendered apecial mnaic and
Glasses on weekly payments.
Dr.
waa a helpful feature to a concert which
Sncb a thing aa a weakling is hardly
Parmenter. Bead my ad.
waa in every way a aucceaa.
known in Japan. The wonderful endurFred Edwarda has hia loga all in the
ance of tbe Japanese soldiers and sailors

Κ

Androscoggin.

It waa a favorable year
to get the loga out of the smaller streams.
Mrs. Ira Jordan ia in Foxcroft visiting

CHILDREN'S SPRINQ DRESSES
The

department ha»

desirable dresses at

qujte
through care of the digestive system. If GINGHAM DRESSES trimmed witb embroidery and braid, sizes 1 to 4 yeari,
they have trouble with indigestion, heartof ministers.
R. F. D. i,
price
South Paris.
burn, wind on the stomach, loss of appeTueaday Mrs. Rebecca Carter was
tite, sleeplessness, headaches, rheumatic GINGHAM DRESSES in a great assortment of pattern·, at
39c.
buried from her late home. Mrs. Carter
pains, back-aches, or any of the other
and
duck
white
witb
»ue«
braid,
trimmed
and
For Sale.
has been ill for several months and bas
red
GINGHAM
blue,
troubles caused by a weak stomach, they
DRESSES,
been most tenderly cared for by her
75c.
........
6 to 14 years,
Rose Comb Rhode Island Red treat themselves with some of the prina
that
remedies
daughters and sons. Mrs. Carter was 94
compose Mi-o-na,
8 prize roosters and many cipal
in blues and reds, trimmed witb white duck, aizes 0 to
stomach remedy that has already a large CIIAMBRAY DRESSES
years of age and was a woman of marked eggs.
98c.
character and ability, and retained her prize hens in pens. Fertility guar- sale in Paris at P. À. Shurtleff & Co.
........
14 years,
faculties to a wonderful degree and ber anteed.
C. O. D. 15 for $1.25.
So uniformly successful has the remof white Indian head, trimmed witb blue duck, β to 14 years,
SUITS
SAILOR
interest in the improvementa of the
edy been in curing all stomach troubles
Call and see stock.
$1.98
preeent day did not allow her to grow
where it is used in accordance with the
MRS. F. E. SANBORN,
old in heart. Her children and granddirections given with each box, DRESSES of black and white gingham of fine quality, piped with red, has red silk
simple
Denmark, Maine.
children rise up to call her blessed.
that P. A. Shurtleff & Co. give a signed
......
$1.9)$
tie, sizes β to 14 years,
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. F. S.
guarantee with every 50 cent package to
Chandler Tuesday afternoon.
refund the money if Mi-o-na fails to DUCK SUIT of blue, trimmed with white ombroidery, has a white mull tie, i\ to
WANTED.
Mr. Furbusb has sold his stock of
$2.50
14 years, .........
A middle aged woman who wants benefit.
goods to Mr. Guy Thurston.
They take all the risk. If you have
trimmed with red, sizes G to 14 year»,
stomach weakness, are nervous or SAILOR SUIT of linen with yoke, front
Thursday evening the W. R. C. and G. a good home, as housekeeper. Adcome

in first of

May.

C. R. KING,

A. R. gave Mrs. Sarah Putnam a recepBox 4, East Waterford, Me.
tion in recognition of the valuable aervice dress,
she has rendered the organization aince
she came to Bethel. It is with deep reTO LET.
gret the Relief Corps part with Mra. PutTo
party, farm house
nam and she will carry the beet wishes
and barn, with chance for
of all with ber to her new home.
Thursday evening Mrs. E. C. Rowe's and pasture for cow if wanted. Two
class of children gave their closing dance miles from South Paris.
in Odcon Hall. It was a very interesting
N. M. ROWE, South Paris.
evening to the friends who went in large
numbers to see the little dancers.
1
E. C. Bowler has returned from Brooklyn, Ν. Y., and will soon install new
machinery which will add much to the
capacity and value of his plant.
The Universalist society are to make
Wine and
extensive repairs upon their church

responsible

garden,

any
$2 98
fear that some articles of food will cause
trouble and indigestion, here's the opwhite
with
duck
blue
braid,
$2.98
SUITS of linen, trimmed with
portunity to get well without risking a SAILOR
cent. Those who use Mi-o-na are able WHITE LAWN SUITS made in many designs, trimmed with laces and ribb<me, t;
to eat anything digestible without fear
$'·75 end $1.98
.....
to 14 years, prices,
of ill results.
a
for there is
saving for you.
Don't overlook tbe Curtain Sale now going on,
FREEDOM NOTICE.
Notice le hereby given that I have this day
given my eon, Sewnrd P. Stearns, hi* time to act
and trade for himself during the remainder of
hit minority; that I shall claim none of his earnings, and pay no bills of hi· contracting after
this date.

Parle, Maine, April 21,1906

AUSTIN

Witness, Arthur E. Forbes.

Beef,

building.

Miss Marion

Dyer

has been chosen to

give the address to the undergraduates
Tbo
at the academy commencement.
Cecilian Quartette of Portland has been
engaged for the concert.
The anniversary sermon of the I. 0. 0.
F. was preached at the M. E. church
April 30, by the pastor, Rev. F. B.
Schoonover.
Mrs. Olive Young is reported as very

ately.

East Brownfield.

The following party spent the week

South Paris,

BROOKS—The

is made

application

immedi-

C. E. BENNETT.

At this time of the year
you may need an energizer.
Nothing like a scientific
combination of Beef, Iron
and Wine in which all the
virtues of Beef and an easily assimilated salt of Iron
are blended with a selected
Sherry Wine to form a
perfect remedy. The com
bination is useful in Dyspepsia, Nervous Prosta
tion, wasting diseases and
all forms of Gereral Debility. 50c. the bottle.

Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter,
Isabel, have returned from Beverly,
Mass., where they spent the winter.
They will stay at the Stickney homestead this season.
of Fast Day at Clovercrest, the summer
home of Mr. William Leavitt, Jr., of
Portland: Mr. William Leavitt, Jr.,
Mrs. Gertrude Stevens Leavitt, Miss
Hattie Dresser, Master Ralph Leavitt.
Schools began April 23d in charge of
the following teachers:
Rrownfleld Center—Mr. Palmer, J. L. Bowe.
East BrownfleM—Nellie Haley.

Vaults Cleaned.
If

Iron.

ill.

I'. STEARNS.

Sack Suit Style.
The

more

Circle met with Mrs.
Eben Rounds last week.
Wesley Colby is visititing his mother,
Mrs. Jacob Colby.
Mr. A. F. Johnson is having extensive
>
repairs made upon his bouse.
Bertha Hill Walker has been visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Hill.
Chas. Butterfield and family have removed to this place.

Pharmacist.

good

Next to Post Office. South Paris.

cloth front,
collars.

Marx clothes because thev
make them this way.
No cotton with the H. S. &
M. label.

BALSAM I
^ξ0ΤνΤΒ
Dysentery by

J

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Insurance.

W. J. Wheeler & Co. have been adOn April 19th, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert vised
by nearly all the companies they
Moulton were sadly afflicted by the death represent that the terrible loss at San
from pneumonia of their youngest child, Francisco will be
paid in full and that
Edwin, aged 11 months, 3 days. He was the companies will not be in any way inand
the
a bright and promising child,
volved in regard to their financial standdeep sympathy of our community is ex- ing. Many of the foreign companies
tended to the family. Lester, an older have wired their United States Managers
child, is recovering from pneumonia.
to contribute aid to the sufferers in San
We regret to learn that Mr. Cephas Francisco and both foreign and AmeriWads worth of Dorchester, Maes., a can
companies will do their part to alformer citizen of Hiram, and son of the leviate the suffering in the stricken city.
late Gen. Peleg Wads worth, has had two
shocks of paralysis, and is seriously ill
in a Boston hospital.
The report of a foot of snow in the
central section of Maine April 24th, reminds us of the fall of 18 inches of enow
For 5ale.
in Hiram April 15th, 1S52.
Good second hand Concord wagon,
Mies Alice M. Cann of Boston arrived
Thursday at Eli C. Wadsworth's to Lock &
wheels, long distance
board six months.
shaft
axles and

Η. B. FOSTER,
Hart Schafïher y Marx

Price

(Ulead.
went to Lancaster, Ν. H.,
on business.
in
Married
Gorham, N. H., Mr. H. E.
Wheeler and Miss Mae Maker, by Rev.
Mr. Kenieon.
Mrs. T. G. Lary received a pleasant
call recently from Mrs. D. L. Hickok of
T. G.

Lary

Inquire of
W. O. FROTHINGHAM,

$40.

Shelburne.

Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Bennett went to
Gorham to-day, 27th, to attend the
funeral of Joseph Goodnow, who died
April 25tb, aged about 68. Mr. Goodnow was a soldier in the Rebellion.
T. G. Kimball went to Berlin Monday
to attend the funeral of his sister, Mrs.
Abigail S. Grover, who died April 21st,
1900, aged about 72 years.

NASH,

J. WALDO

NORWAY.

went to

FORTUNATEMISSOURIANS.
"When I was a druggist, at Livonia,
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of Graysville, Mo.," three of my customers were
permanently cured of consumption by
Dr. King's New Discovery, and are well
One was trying to
and strong to-day.
sell his property and move to Arizona,
but after using New Discovery a short

time be found it unnecessary to do so. 1
Dr. King's Now Discovery as the
most wonderful modiclne in existence."
Surest Cough and Cold cure and Throat
and Lung healer. Guaranteed by P. A.
Shurtleff & Co., druggists. 50c. and $1.
Trial bottle free.

regard

the first turbine
steamship ever constructed in the
United States, was launched at Roach's
shipyard in Chester, Pa., on the 21st.
The Governor Cobb is being constructed
for the Eastern Steamship Company of
Boston, Mass., and will be used for
passenger and freight traffic between
Boston and Maine ports. She is 305 feet
in length, 65 feet beam, and with bold
depth of 20 feet, 0 inches. She will be
equipped with triple expansion engines
and a triple screw, and will travel 17 1-2
knots an hour.
The Governor Cobb,

Oxfords

Shrubs and Plants.
to

buy

want in this line at low

_

Ifajralloway.

always

All the

—

W. 0.

things in

PAPERS!

WALL

Borders and Mouldings to match.

$4.

Prices range from the cheapest
to the best. Come now and have

Frothingham,

South Paris.
FOR

styles and

new

best

$3.50.

Bluchers and Bals

your

price.

FOR

in Patent Coh, Velour Calf, Gun
Metal in Keith's Konquerors.

MASONIO BLOCK,

Now is the time

—

Young Men

Licensed Taxidermist,
Telephone Connection.

IN

SHOES
—

SPIREAS, ROSEBUSHES, SYByron.
SMOKE
TREES,
RINGAS,
The roads are very muddy.
We had quite a snow storm Tuesday, GRAPE VINES, ETC.
about 11-2 inches falling.
Baby Rambler Roses, bloom yar
Miss
Schools commenced Monday.
at
the
round.
is
Smith
Centre,
teaching
Niagara Grape 35c., ConMyrtella
Miss Gertrude Ladd at West Byron and cord
Anything you
35c.
Grape
Miss Harris at
Houghton.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Young
Roxbury Wednesday.

—

South Paris, Maine.

Wednesday,

FIRST PICK.

Spring Styles

couplings.

patent

NORWAY.

Copyright 1906 by

W. J. Wheeler & Co.

Jewell

shoulders and hand tailored

concave

We sell Hart, Schaffner &

ARNOLD'S

Hiram.

stylish,

or

store.
you won't find it except at this
It's a Hart, Schaflner & Mat χ Varsity, and
theie's nothing to equal it anywhere.
These suits are full of the new ideas in
Ί he co its have a permanent hair
clothes

Bartlett—Mrs Leatar Warren.

Congregational

or
you look for a handsomer,
better made suit than this, the

more

more

Durgln—Florence Tlbbette.

Blake—Flora Ea-tnun.
Merrill—Mrs. A. U. Walker.
West Brownfield—Mabel Rounds.

Maine.

Norway,

April 16, 1906.

the first
the best

SALE.

300 farms and all kinds of Real
Estate.
Inquire of Hazen's Farm
and Real Estate Agency, Oxford,

Don't wait until

pick.

gone.

are

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

N.

Maine.

35 MARKBT

Clothes

velopment

Boys

We have

:

f the

making.
It projects the boy ; it
Mrs.
guards the mother.
"Security
Jane Hopkins'
Bond" Suit, price $5.00,
contains a guarantee* bond

pledges wear under
«ev rest possible conditions.

which
t!*e

vay,

Smiley

purchased

veryone

If

a

suit should prove imor

give the

right.

Our

same

Do not

possible

spring goods

are

and to

forget

we

carry

use

It is

our

all alike, and

the best the market affords.

stock and you will be

large

sure

to

find what

full line of all kinds of Foot-

a

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.

Call and let

us

prove

our

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
IPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

■

Telephone

Telephone ΙΟβ-3.

—

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

NORWAY, MAINE.

11B-8.

PIANOS.-^.

Merrill, Preecott and The Lauter Player Piano,
high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
they can be sold for the quality of the instrument. Also I have

The Mehlin, Poole,

A NEW HARNESS

good

$19

new

old

Successors to

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

single

very best values

formerly.

same

rhe Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.

FurnUhér,

single

good will

tatements.

double scat, patent buttons, Holland waist band and
Isn't the price $5.00 moderate indeed for
half linen lined.
a suit with an insurance policy of satisfaction ?

F. PLUMMER,

want here.

gear, also

another

across,

selling

to serve our customers better than

Ve shall carry the
ou

the stock, trade, fixtures, accounts and

Shoe Store and shall continue the business in the

only hoping

lurpote to

hand you your money
p rfect in any detail, we'll
suit wi h perfect good humor. Taped «earns, fabrics carefully sponged and rigidly scrutinized, linings best and most
exptnsive, trousers with double knees extending all the way

J.

NAME"

But the Same Old Management.

nd greatest deof modern clothes

is the latest

ΜΔΙΧΈ·

A NEW

Insurance
For

SQUARE,

PARIS,

SOUTH

term here.
H. W. Fickett fell dislocating his
FOR YOUR HORSE.
shoulder. Dr. Hight of Milan was called
to attend him.
a
I am
strap, nickel trimmed harness for $10. A
J. W. York came up Wednesday with
harness for $16. I am having a larger sale than
stitched
DEATHS FROM
hand
bearing
He drives the timber belonging Adams' house.
k crew.
not have
to $26.
;
harness from
« ecreaae In the same ratio that the use
iver of our own make of
to the International Paper Co. out of the
Ralph Adams and family from Stone·
Pills Increase·,
Life
New
want it? Come in and see-my line and
Dr.
f
King's
is build you a harness as you
ham visited at John Adams1 Wednesday.
from danger aad bring
The snow ia nearly gone and the| Mrs. Joan McAllister, who has been J 'hey save yon
release from oonsti- I jet my pnees.
uick and
itreams are clear of ice.
itaying with Mr·. Wm. Gammon, went atlon and painless
the ills growing ont of It.
Saturday, April 21st, mercury stood at borne
κ
follow their
trength and vigor
58, and the morning of the 22d snow
They have all the abort lumber sawed e se.
F. ▲. Shurtleff A
Guaranteed
by
ww
are
treated
We
to
are
frequent it the mill and
iqualls.
getting
0., druggist», too. Try thsm.
she long lumber.
shanges is the weather.

J

OF

in the recent war has been the marvel of
Brings before you a better line than ever before.
For Sale.
all nations. Both men and women are
can find the most
grown to such proportions that you
Registered Ayrshire bull, Jack well, happy and strong.
for
so
careful
investithis,
Alton, 3 years old, and thorough- The reason
prices much less than it would cost you to make.
bred Jersey heifer, 4 years old, dee gators tell us, is that the Japanese from
a FEW goods from the large stock.
We
childhood up know how to keep well

her niece, Mrs. Tirrell.
Village schools opened Monday, but
all sohools closed for Fast Day.
Rev. C. N. Qleason has been in Bangor to
the past week attending the conferences

J. W. Penney of Mechanic Falls is
doine a loyal, patriotic work in trying to
locate the graves of Revolutionary solPOSTMASTER ROBBED.
diers that are not marked, with a view
to having some marker placed on the
G. W. Fouta, Postmaster at Riverton,
spot. If any one knows of such graves la., nearly lost his life and was robbed
in Sumner, will they kindly inform S. of all comfort, according to bis letter,
Robinson, East Sumner, who will notify which says: "For 20 years I had chronic
Mr. Penney. It ta a worthy act.
liver complaint, which led to such a severe case of jaundice that even my finger
Hebron.
nails turned yellow; when my doctor
session
The district schools are all in
prescribed Electric Bitters; which cured
No. me and have kept me well for eleven
now with the following teachers:
No.
Murch.
Olive
Miss
3,
2, Sodom,
fears." Sure cure for Biliousness, NeuBrighton Hill, Misa Harriet GroTer. No. ralgia, Weakness and all Stomach, Liver,
4, Alder·, Miaa Kate E. Merrill. No. o, Sidney and Bladder derangements. A
Corner, Miss Alice Blair, Woolwich, Me. wonderful Tonic. At F. A. Shurtleff A
No. β, Center, Mise Grace Ε. Bumpus. , 3o.'s Drag Store. 50 cents.
No. 7, Nelson School, Mrs. A ice Howard
Whitman. No. 8, Mrs. Maidie Moody
Gardiner bad a bad fire last Monday
Bearce.
causing a loss of about 180,000,
norning,
.,
Prof. J. F. Moody went back to his ind destroying four mills, a residence
school in Auburn this week, and Prof. tnd a large barn, betides endangering
Ira M. Bearce to Orono on Monday.
nuch other property. The principal
The storm of Tuesday was quite wild tisses were maintained by Gray A Hilfor part of the day but the snow has left Ireth, Joshua Gray A Sons, Gardiner
The roolen mill, and the Oakland Mann·
almost as suddenly as it came.
mud is fast drying up and graas is taking acturing Company. The fire originaton a tinge of green.
ed from a hot box on the machinery in
he basement of the lumber mill of
North Stoneham.
oehua Gray A Sons, and barned with
of
East
Bickford
Mra.
Curtla
and
Mr.
| errifio rapidity.
Stoneham are staying at Wm. Adams
while Mr. Bickford la painting Mr.
APPENDICITIS

Sunday.

Opening Sale

The

Why

IAM ES Ν. FAVOR, BUTOU»™

e

all first class,

oney

as

grade pianos. A large stock always on hand.
easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest
best pianos that are on the market.

veral medium
w, terms
e

Prices

you in

W. «Γ. Wheeler cfe Co.,
lotttb,

y

-.

Ί

Ι Μι·. A. S. Hall of
ïtte (Srlord 8 ramerai t friends in town Saturday.Buckfield visited

of April, 1906, AM herein for an adindlcatio· of
NOTICE.
the Fire. clearing up their lot, preparing the
bankruptcy against Frank SawlckU, otherwise
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
foundation, and getting lumber on the
called Frank Saulclkls, Frank Sorlclklj, and
ΜΑΙ1ΠΕ.
or
DISTRICT
Frank
for
SavlclMa. and It appears therefrom that
the
erection
of
a
new
ground ready
It will undoubtedly aoon be PoetMies Lillian Walker is at ber home In PROSPECT THAT
INDUSDESTROYED
In the DUtrlct Court of the United State· for the ■aid bankrnpt la not now within the dlatrtrt, that
mill, which will be of about the same master Charles S. A ken.
Canton for a few weeks' vacation.
he U not now a real ent wtthlu aald district and
District of M mise.
TRIES WILL BE REBUILT I.AKGEK THAN capacity as tlie one burned, though it
j
that be now haa no dwelling house or nioal ptaoe
Mr Fred H. Gumming· and wife went In the matter of
1
of abode within aald dUtrlct, and that personal
George B. Crockett of the Paris MannBEFORE.
may be in different shape.
FRANK 8AWICKI8, other-1
to Be m is Monday for · time.
E.
Macomber
of
»
service cannot be mvle on him therein; now, on
George
August fact tiring Co. returned the first of last
II,>o.
A. E. Sburtleff is negotiating for the
wise known a· frank 8aniGround «u broken Wednesday, Apr.
motion of Albert S. Woodman, Kcq., attorney
Andrew»
and
Frank
I
clkU,
SoviclkU,
Hotel
Friday.
at
from
of
the
remains
of
True
tenehis trip in the South.
the
week
was
W. Wbitmarsh for his
purchase
W.
Col.
pftUloocri,
26tb,
In
by
of
Frank
SavtdkU, recently
Bankruptcy. forItiftld
}
Ten days after the fire which ate oat ment house and the lot. and if he
I· Order* i> That service of such petition
is underIt
Street
pur·
has
been
viai
Auburn
on
in
the
new
home
of
County
Rumford,
Bridge
ofj
Mrs.
Haye·
L.
Mm.
C. Morton and Mrs. George B. eo large a hole in South Pari· village
and a iubp<rna thereon be made by publishing
mill
will
make
a
Oxford
and
DU-1
there.
State
and
chases
grist
stood that the residence will be tbe best
this order together with said petition and sutf·
ioc her daughter, Μη». Alton C. Wheelei '» Crockett are on a visit to relatives and there is a good prospect that there will
trlct of Maine,
There is a possibility also that the in town when completed.
po>aa, In the Oiford Democrat, a newspaper
friends in eastern Massachusetts.
(or a fc* days.
Bankrupt. J
be no permanent loss to the village, bnt water
at
the
the
where
published at foatli Paris, In β λ Id district, once a
marked
place
privilege
Cbarlee Libby is making
were
To the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge of the week for two consecutive weeks, the last of snch
Miss Luna Cleasby is suffering from *
J. A. Noyes is improving his house on that the industries whose plants
mills were burned may go into new
on
Paris
his ne» building
DUtrlct Cou-t of the United State· for the publications to be made on the <Kh day of May,
be restored, hands for the establishment of an addi- headway with
,lis! ated shoulder, the result of a fx 1 Hill Street bj raising the roof three feet, wiped out in that blaze will
1806.
Street.
DUtrlct of Maine :
1
in South
and putting a piazza on the front and larger and better than before,
Witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of
tional industry, though this is entirely
a week or more ago.
been very sick,
has
Kimball
8.
Anrlcis Ltidtf of FisMniMi
Mrs.
A.
Shaw, Hammond à Carney, a copartnership
old
on
the
all
said Court, and tbe teal thereof, at
Paris
not
village, though
east end.
in the air as yet.
threatened with pneumonia, but is now composed of Malcolm F. Hammond and Fessen——In said DUtrlct, this 34th
H .ward Wright of Wilton was a gu« t1
Portland,
locations. This condition of things is
In
the
both
of
den
v.
PortUnd.
Carney,
County
Several locations for the Mason Manu- much better. Her sister, Mrs. Clara
L. a.
Ctothiig tor Beys nd Youg Mm
We begin to look after boy·' clothday of April, A. D. 1906.
uncle's home, Hon. J. S. Wright's >
of Cumberland and State of Maine; H. 8. Mel· <
a- b
Advertised letters in South Paris post largely due to
»
"hustle" and public
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
facturing Co. are under consideration, Noble, is with her.
last week.
cher Co., a corporation Incorporated by and
ο Sice April 30th:
a few days
spirit.
of
A
order
true
of
and
located
and
of
State
of
the
law·
the
one being on the Briggs land sooth of
under
ing when they get to be 3 years old ;
copy
petition, subpoena,
Maine,
Robert Paterson has moved from tbe
1906
.» C. HubUarJ.
As noted last week, a meeting of the Pine Street, beside the
at said Portland, whose Treasurer, duly author- court.
Mrs. Bradford and Mrs. McKeea ο £ !
railroad, one on Bridge Street blacksmith shop to the A. ised
from
that time out till they are pretty
Mr». E. G. Htts.
It·
la
Attest:
In
(Ira
this
the
to
behalf,
was
held
Trade
petition
Board
Alpbetu
South Paris
of
\V \*i fords have been gueets at Hoc I
land of A. W. Walker on the other side F. Barrows shop which he has bought.
Seal.
JAMES E. HEWEY,
T. Simpson, of salt Portland; C. A. weeton
business
the
when
after
the
old
a
few
for
fire,
The next Good Cheer meeting will be night
boys we can clothe them as they
days.
Clerk.
of the railroad, and one on land of H. N.
J lines S. Wright's
The telegraphic shoot between Co. D Company, a corporation Incorporated by and
under the law· of the State of Maine, and located
of next week, and the meet- of investigating conditions was left with Porter at the north end of the village
Wednesday
Rifle
want
to be clothed.
Auburn
and
the
Lewiston
and
of
the
ruiversalist
Sun
The members
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rifle tournament
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ami Mrs. Dunham's wrist was broken of the National Guard of the state,
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just above the joint. If was immediate- the Auditorium
Co. D men.
ly attended to and she is doing well. prizes were secured by
In class A, which was the free-for-all
The others were not injured.
of the tournament, the Ilale silver cup
One of the losses in the recent tire was won by Lieut. H. W. Warren of
which caused much grief, especially to Dover, who is thus entitled to be called
Κ S. Hali. was that of the gr:<r mill cat. the indoor champion of the guard for
This cat. a large tiger with white mark- this year. The third prize in this class,
ings. was a familiar object :o patrons of a Morris chair, was won by Lieut. Moses
the mill. Ue had never known any P. Stiles of Norway. During the day
other home, and was as fat and happy as Lieut. Stiles shot eleveu strings with a
a cat could be.
At the time of the rire total of 510 out of a possible 530, includhe was seen to run in*·) thar par: f the ing three strings of 48 out of a possible
building which woo then on tire, and 50.
there was no doubt tha* he had lost his
In clans Β do one could enter who
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in response to a call he appeared from practice season of 1VK)5. The winner of
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the Radcliffe's center fielder, was able
win. They were greatly pleased to
win the game and they well might be,
for the team that represented Radcliffo
was a strong one and one that had they
had practice so as to be in as good form
as Hebron was, would never have allowed Hebron to win.
The score was as follows:

by
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HEBRON.

Co. D.

3
4
5
5
3

McCltntock, l b....
Wilson, S-b

Krogh,

Uar-lner,

*

}2

β β

>2
*2

Hunnewell, ( CIf
Caldwell.
)
Nulty, )_»
Bogers, 1
MacFarland, ρ

<3
r

S
2
5

Κ. B.H. P.O.
2
1
2
4
10
0
4
0
12
1
1
3
2
2
0
1
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
9

11

41

Totals,

A.

0
8
0
1
1
0
2
ο

1
0
0
3
15

27

HADCLIFFE.
A U.

5
5
4
5
5
4
4
3
4

Co'e, l b
DeWolfe,

c
s.s

Bear ce,
Sliaw. c.f
FiQeld, 2-b
Hayes, l.f
Lowell, 3 b
Parlln, r.f
McSbane, ρ
Total·

>
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Silver cup, presented by Col. T. H.
gational church Friday evening for the Anderson for the company making the
benefit of rhe grammar school ball ream highest
was
aggregate total for the day,
was highly enjoyed, and was even betwon by Company D, Norway, with a
ter than was anticipate·! by muet of
total of 3525.
tl'i>t· present. A
liberal provery
The prize for the company inspector
College
Bates
gramme wa·* tilled by the
making the highest score, consisting of
Musical Club, Mrs. Louise Bitter, so- a
hydrometer and a thermometer preprano, and Mrs. F. E. Pomeroy, reader. sented by Η. E. Murdock, was won by
The club portion of the programme in- Lieut. M. P. Stiles of Company D, Norcluded mandolin quartettes and solos,
way, with a score of 4S.
and a male quartette, solos and duets,
all of which were received with evidence
From Darkness to Light.
"f great appreciation by the audience.
Mr*. Bitter has a finely trained and
WOTUKR CORPORATION MEETING CALLpleasing voice, and Mrs. Pomeroy is one
THE
LIOHTLNO
CONSIDER
TO
ED
of the best readers that South Paris has
heard in a long time. The audience
STREETS.
was good of size and decidedly enthusiastic. demanding a return on almost every
A warrant is out for another meeting
number of the programme.
of the South Paris Village Corporation,
of next
Mrs. Kizpah Whitman on Tuesday re- to be held Tuesday evening
in the warceived a message from her son, L. L. week. May 8. The articles
in brief: To
Whitman, who with hie wife was in San rant are three, and they are,
will take
Francisco at the time of the earthquake. see what action the corporation
and to
The telegram, signed by Mr. Whitman, relative to lighting the streets,
raise money for the purpose if it is voted
was dated at San Jose. Calif., the Saturto see if the corporaday preceding, and read simply, "We to light the streets;additional
sum for the
are all right."
Mr. and Mrs. Whitman tion will raise any
fire department; and
formerly lived at New Gloucester, and maintenance of the
their relatives and friends in this vicinity, to see if any action will be taken relative
on Alpine and
knowing that they were in San Francisco, to additional hydrants
Streets.
«ere
assurance
High
have
to
relieved
greatly
The South Paris streets have been
t'f their safety. lutter a letter was revote not to
ceived from them, mailed at Salinas, dark long enough. If the
of our own is final, let's
stating that they were on their way to establish a plant
kind, even if it's
l'asadena in their automobile. Their have a glimmer of some
than kerosene lamps.
permanent home is in Pasadena, but nothing more
since last August they have been in San
East Oxford Local Union.
Francisco, where he was an agent for the
Hie automobile
The annual meeting of the East Oxford
franklin automobile.
is all Mr. Whitman saved of what they Local Union of Y. P. S. C. E. will be
had in San Francisco.
held with the Congregational Society at
Mechanic Palls, Tuesday and WednesThe Seneca Club held its annual meetday, May 8-9.
ing. the last meeting for the season, at
I wish to express how deeply I appreHotel Andrews, last Monday evening.
At the business session the following ciate the kind sympathy and help I reothcers were elected for the coming ceived at the time of the fire. All those
who had dressmaking at my house will
year:
me at 18 Park Street.
find
Prest·lent—Mrs. Walter L. Gray.
Mise J. B. Shillings.
Vice Preal.lent—Mr*. T. S. Barnes.
A.
F.
Taylor.
Secretary—Mrs.
Treasurer— Mr*. Κ. B. Clark.
NOT IF AS RICH AS ROCKEFELLER.
Ksecutlve Committee—Ml*» Sue!·? M Wheeler
Mr*. l> M. Stewart. Mr·. H. E. Wll»oo.
If you had all the wealth of RockeI.lterary Dtnctor— Mnj. A. C. wheeler; A· feller, the Standard Oil magnate, yon
sUUnt— Mr*. It. A. Morton.
could not buy a better medicine for
"re*· R*-)> >rte r—Mie» M»n<! Douglas·.
than Chamberlain's
The business for the year was closed up bowel complaints
and Diarrhœa Remedy.
and it was voted to renew the subscrip Colic, Cholera
eminent physician can not pretions for those magazines for the read The most
a better preparation for colic and
ing room which expire during the sum scribe
diarrhiva, both for children and adulta.
mer. It was also decided that each
success of this remedy has
member of the club should earn a dollai The uniform
It
to all other·.
for the reading room before the meet ! shown it to be superior
with water
never fails, and when reduced
busi
the
After
fall
in
the
ings begin
is pleasant to take. Every
ness meeting a very nice lunch was serv ί and sweetened,
with it. Sold
ed in the dining room to the twenty-oni family should be supplied
South Paris; Jonee
members of the club present, and ι by Shurtleff Λ Co.,
8tore,
social hoar wm enjoyed before leaving ; Drugstore, Oxford; Noye· Drug
Norway.
for home.

Α Β.

Cards, I f.
Stanwood. 2-b—
Vasconcellos, c

39

Score
1

2

B.H. P.O.
S
3
1
10
2
2
0
2
0
0
10
6
12
3
0
0
110
0
0
1
0
3
3

K.

13

10

by Innings.
3

4

5

6

7

27
8

A.

0
0
6

K.

1
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
1
1

S|
E.

0
2
0
0
2
11
0
0
11
0
0
0
1
9

9—Total.

2 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 4—11
Hebron
0 S 0 0 4 1 0 0 3—10
Badcllffe.
Earned runs. Hebron3; RvlclliTeS. Two-basehit*. Mi-shane, Lowell, Curtis. Threebase-hits.
Do Wolfe, tun ne well. First ba»e ou balls, off
XL-Shane ;l Struck out, by McSbme 8; by MacFarlaud 4. Left on basée. Radcllffe 4; Hebron 7.
Itou'ile plays, Uardnrr, >tinwoo', McCllntock.
Flrrt base'on errors. Radcllffe 3; Hebron 5.
Umpire, Shaw. Scorer, Thayer.
P. H. S. 13; BBIDOTOX u. s. 17.

S"n!tf'|IU.le'„Sw«plivriiEi:·

Le Hor, Ν.
the hands of a team from West Paris. ». Olmsted.
The game was played in the brick school
Born.
house yard and resulted 1:5 to 4 in West '■
j
Paris' favor.
In South Pari*, April 23, to the wife of Henry
Paris High School wdl play Norway
a daughter.
High next Saturday, and a good game is Fletcher,
In Pari*, April 24, to the wife of H. D. Mcexpected.
Alleter, a eon.
In South Parle, April 2», to the wife of Fied E.
Cuebman. a son.
Two Men Drowned at Andover.
In South Parle, April 25, to the wife of William
P. Marston, a son.
In Norway, April 27, to the wife of George H.
ΟΧΕ LOSES HIS LIFE TRYING TO SAVE Culilnan, a eon.
In Parle, March 16, to the wife of Frank E.
THE OTHER.
Keen, a daughter.
In Greenwood, April 27, to the wife of Eugene
Elwell, a daughter.
William Bayle, 24 years of age, and
In Greenwood. April 24, to the wife of Randall
a daughter.
Henry Hoyt, 19, were drowned at An- Hcrrick,
In Norway, April 22, to the wife of Walter
dover, Sunday, April 22. Hoyt lost his ! Ruse,
a daughter.
i
life in trying to save Bavle.
In Porterfleld, April 20, to the wife of Sidney
Both men were working on the logs McDonald, a daughter.
:
In
Buckfleld, April 23, to the wife of D. W.
for
the
Newton
being driven by Herbert
a daughter.
TUurstons· They were just above Au- !1 Emery,
In Canton, April 20, to the wife of A. W. Fardover at what is known as Sawyer's rand, a daughter.
wife of W. B. Rand, a eon.
notch. The water was very high and i In Hanover, to the
1 In Gllbertvllle, April 19, to the wife of Oren
was
white.
and
Bayle
swiftly
a daughter.
running
ί Plngree,
In Denmark, April 24, to the wife of Will 1
runniug the logs when a small one turned under him and he went into the river. Freeman, a son.
Hoyt who was near by, never hesitated
Married.
a moment, plunging into the river to the
rescue of Bayle.
the
In Portland, April 23, bv Rev. Lewli Malvern.
James Carver, who was tending
D. D Mr. Marehall C. Weeks and Mlee Flor- 1
gate at the dam, saw the accident and ence A. Corkum, both of Portland.
He could not do
ran to shut the gates.
In Rumford Falls, April 24, by Rev. Cuthbert
this alone and summoned help. When McGay. Mr. Dane Peter Hansen anil Mlee Thorn
botn of Rumford Falle.
the gates were finally closed, all ran to ; Marguerite Chrletlaneon. Rev. W. J.
Taylor
In Lcwleton, April 24, by
the rescue of Bayle aud Hoyt.
Rumford Falle and
of
Lochbead
C.
Mr. Ralph
It was half an hour before the bodies Mlee Glena Roynton of I,ewUton.
In Andover, April 12, by C. A. Andrew», Eeq.,
were recovered, five feet from each other,
Mr. Robert Hervey and Mlee Georgia A.
and an examination showed a severe Coomlm, both of Andover.
wound at the base of each man's brain, j In Yarmouthvllle, April 23. by Rev. Fr. -Taine*
A.FIynn. Mr James Francis Ueher and MUs 1
Very little water was in the lungs and it Gertrude
Marie Bonney, both of Norway.
is believed that as the men fell into the
water, each was struck by the logs, caus-!
Died.
iug almost instant death.
Hoyt was the son of Niai Hoyt, postIn Parle, April 2d, Jamee Roblneon, aged 3*>
master at Littlefield, a short distance
re.
above Kumford Centre.
Nothing is > yea
In South Parle, April 27, William C. Llbby,
knowu of Bayle.
aged 66 years.
I η Wert Parle, April 28, Cabel Fuller, aged 75
Mr. Waile Withdraws from Contest, years.
In Bethel, April 21, Mrs. Rebecca Carter, aged
I wish to thank the Republicans of 92 yean.
Oxford county for the support and in- j In Greenwood. April 34, Wlllard Ilerrlck, aged
77 vears, 4 monthe, 2 dave.
tercet they have given me in my canvass
In Mechanic Falls, April 34, Ludelphus W
for the office of county commissioner, Maeon, aged 63 years.
In Locke's Mills, April 16, Charles Judklns,
but now conditions are such that it is
about 73 years.
impossible for me to be a candidate be- iged
In Harbor, April 9, Luella, wife of Alison
fore the convention. I hereby withdraw Kneeland.
Iu Hiram, April 19, Edwin, son of Mr. and 1
my name as a candidate.
Mrs. Herbert Moulton, aged 11 months, 3 days.
W. W. Waite.
Dix field, April 25, '00.

Î

|

Paris High School won their second
game of the season from Bridgton High
School Saturday afternoon on the high
ichool giounds. The game was one of
loose fielding, bard hitting and reckless
base running, but the teams were well
matched ana the excitement at times ran
quite high. The Parie team was considerably changed from the one that
played Hebron and was *omewhat
for imstronger, but there is still chance
provement and a good lot of hard practice
is needed.
After the game there was some discussion about the score, Bridgton being
a little inclined to think they had tied
TWENTY
the score, but as both scorers had the re- SCIATICA CURED AFTER
YEARS OF TORTURE.
sult the same it was allowed. It was a
hard game to score and as neither scorer
For mora than twenty years Mr. J. B.
had had much experience, it would have
of 3322 Clinton St., Minneapolis,
Massey,
been an easy matter for them to get a
The
sciatica.

j

tortured by
pain and suffering which he endured

Minn.,

little muddled.

was

TRY

A

Syracuse
—

Plow

EITHER

—

Titcomb played a nice fielding game during this time is beyond comprehenfor Paris, and the double play turned in sion. Nothing gave him any permanent
or
by him and Stowell was the feature of relief until he used Chamberlain's Pain
the game.
Balm. One application of that liniment
The score:
rest
: b. fore
relieved the pain and made sleep and
buying and be convinced they
P. H. S
possible, and lees than one bottle has are the BEST.
Α. Κ
B.H. P.O.
Α.Β. Κ.
If
troubled
cure.
effected a permanent
8
1
3
1
3
Tttcouib, p., 2-b.........5
0 with sciatica or rheumatism why not try
1
9
3
2
β
Also agent for Harrows, CultivatWheeler. J-b
0 a 25-cent bottle of Pain Balm and see for
0
1
2
3
....4
Sumner, r.f., ρ
10
15
2
4
the
ti. Clark, c
it
relieves
and
ors
;
how
pain.
quickly
11 yourself
12
2
4
Stowell. ·.·
2 For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
114
3
4
Ktwson, 2-b., r.f.
2 Paris; Jones
0
2
8
14
4
Ο. Κ CLIFFORD,
Hebbanl. l b
Drng Store, Oxford; Noyes
1
0
0
0
0
5
L.Clark. If.
ο
0 Drug Store, Norway.
0
1
0
*
Barrett, c.f
South Paris, Me.
St.,
24
IT IS DANGEROUS TO NEGLECT
16
12
37
39
18
Totals,
8.
A
COLD.
BB1DGTOS U.
A.
Α Β. Β. B.H. P.O.
How often do we hear it remarked:
0
110
β
2
Ames, Lf., 3-b
0 "It's only a cold," and a few days later
8
3
8
3
β
a wallet
L) unci η, ο..
In South Paris
1 learn that the man is on bis back with
1
1
3
»
«
Roll*. 2-b.. Lf.
3
10
10
4
b
3
Heath.
This is of snch common containing a sum of money. Owner
pneumonia.
0
1
8
S
1
Burn ham, l-b............β
!
prop0 occurrence that a cold, however alight, can recover same
1110
β
V. Dougl»·, r.f
2 should not be disregarded.
0
Chamber-!
112
*.3
for this advertise·
and
L. Douglas, c.f.
erty
0
S
2
1
2
...3
·.·
counteracts
any
Iain's
Brtdgham,
Cough Remedy
ment.
Address, Box 307,
■*
lri<h7p
tendency of a cold to result in
Maine.
its
10
has
14
97
and
44
17
popular-1
great
monia,
gained
Totals
Score by Inning·.
ity and extensive sale by it· prompt cures
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—Total. of this most oommon ailment. It always
Job Team Work.
For sale
cures and is pleasant to take.
..6 2 1 0 6 2 1 0 *—18
p. H. 8
of all kinds with one
0
3—17
1
2
0
2
1
6
Jones
Bridgton H. S....1
by Shurtleff <* Co., South Paris;
Sumner
3,
Titcomb
off
S,
on
balls,
Plr»t base
Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, horse or two horses, also corn plantIrish 7. Struck oat, by Titcomb, by Sumner 3,
ι
H. 8. 8; Brldcton Norway.
P.
bases.
on
L. E. NOYES,
Left
4.
Irish
by
ing.
H. 8. 8. Doable plav. Titcomb to Stowell. Pint
Hit by
South Paris.
SORE NIPPLES.
base on errors, P. H. S. δ; Β. H. 8.5.
30,
ball, by Tttcouib 1; by Sumner 1; by
A cure may be effected by applying ι
sb 3. Umpire, Cole.
Chamberlain1· Salve as soon as the child !
for
The Sooth Paria Qram mar School team is done
nursing. Wipe it off with a soft
and
afternoon
went to the Hill Thursday
cloth before allowing the child to nurse. I
on Ryerson Hill, Paris,
Pasture
School
Grammar
Hill
defeated the Pari·
Many trained nurses use this salve with will furnish
feed and water for
team by a score of 22 to 10.
the best results. Price 25 cents per box.
Terms as usual.
head.
At the high school ground· Thursday
Sold by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris;
forenoon a team made up from the Jonee
RAWSON,
HIRAM
Noyes
Drng
Oxford;
Store,
Drug
a

SULKY

WALKING

Scrapers.

High

Found.
village,

J 2

J?

by proving

paying

pneu-1

Norway,

Jobbing
April

BcbeU

Pasturing

twenty-five

sophomore· and freshmen defeated
team

1906.

made up

from the Molon and Store, Norway.

Cattle.

good

J.

Paria, Maine.

lug creditors above named, and for and In liehalf of said Shaw, Hammond A Carney, make
solemn oath that the statements contained In the
Shaw,
foregoing petition subscribed by said to
my
Hammond λ Carney, are true, according
best information and belief.

_

MALCOLM F. HAMMOND.
Subscribed ami sworn to by said Malcolm F.
before
me, this 19th day of April, A.
Hammond,
D. 1906-

)

Seal.

GEORGE C. WHEELEB,
Notary Public.

{

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Maine.
District of Maine,
(
County of Cumberland, ss. )
I, Alpheus T. Simpson, make solemn oath that
I am Treasurer of H. 8. Melcher Co., one of the
petitioning creditors above named, and that I am
duly authorized to sign the foregoing petition In
Its behalf, and for and In Its behalf do hereby
make solemn oatb that the statements contained
In the foregoing petition subscribed by it, are
betrue, accenting to my best Information and
lief.
ALPHEUS T. SIMPSON.
Subicrlbed and sworn to by said Alpheus T.
A. D.1
Slmpton, before me, this 19th day of April,
1906
WHEELER.
GEORGE C.
State

ok

For Sale.

pure|

Eggs for hatching,

bred White Plymouth
Rocks. 50 cents fori
setting of 13.
Raymond

L. At wood,

PARIS HILL.

Our line of Underwear is
ton

A

CLARENCE A. WESTON.
Subicrlbed ami sworn to by said Clarence A.
Weston, before me, this 19th day of April, A. D
GEOR 4E C. WHEELER.
Notary Public.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

State of Maine.
)
District of Maine,
County of Cumberland, ss. ι
I, Charles Collins, make solemn oath that I am
Treasurer of Hannaford Bros. Co., one of the
petitioning creditors above named, and that I am
In
duly authorized to sign the foregoing
Its behalf, and for ac J In Its behalf ilo hereby
make solemn oath that the statements contained
In the foregoing petition subscrl!>ed by It, are
true, according to my best Informauon ant
belief

petition

I

cot-

secure

year's prices.
to

PANTS

25c.

to

line of Union Suits.

$1.00
$1.00

Come in and

FINEST

THE

them.

see

THAT

RUBBERS

WE DONT CHARGE

MONEY CAN BUY.

J.

ANY

CREAM

■

SEPARATOR

If you keep

cows

U. S. Separator

to

yield

For sale

A. J.

OUR LINE OF

Millinery, Gloves, Stocks, Collars,
Corsets and Fancy Articles.

by

ABBOTT,

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

West Paris,
—

WHO ALSO SELLS

State of Maiie.
District of Maine,
County of Cumberland, es f
solemn oath that I
make
Gauthier,
l.Arthur
am a member of the copartnership of Gauthier
Brother», one of the petitioning creditor· above
named, tod for and Id behalf of said Gauthier
Brothers, make solemn oath that the statements
contained in the foregoing petition subscribed by
said Gauthier Brothers, are true, according tu
my best Information and belief.

—

ARTHUR GAUTHIER.
Snbscr.be I and sworn to by said Arthur 1.1
Gauthier, before me, this eighteenth day of April, 1
STEARNS.
Notary Public. |
_

SUBPŒNA TO ALLEGED BANKRUPT.
United Stat is of amebic a.
District of Maine.

Frank Sawlckla, otherwise called Frank
Saulclkls, Frank ?ovlclkls. and Frank Savlclkts, of Rumfonl, In aald district, greeting;
For certain causée offered before the District

To

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

castorTa For Infants and Children, g^^tare

Tka Kind You Have Always Bought

ή{τ·&ΖΖΜ

We want to spin
You a yarn about

(

"

PLUMMER.

ALL ARE INVITED TO CALL AND SEE

you need a
make them

It will
the biggest profit.
make the most money for you because it skims cleaner than any
other separator. It will save you
more than any other because it
needs less time, labor and repairs
to run it. Look a U. S. over for

yourself.

F.

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

THE

Sprayers,
'70 Plows, Gasoline Engines, Repairs.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

you should know that Paroid
It ha» been on the market about
In 1W>8 tbe U.S.
ten years and has stood tbe test.
Government use»! a large amount of it in Cuba; four
so
satisfactory, they
years later, it having proved
ordered 1,200,0<>0 feet for shipment tu Manila, and
million
used
have now
square feet of it. The
many
Panama Canal Commission placed their whole order
for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids on imitations were submitted. Railroads, manufacturers and
farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
Tbe sale· of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
Must you hold your paper »t arm»' year or approximately 20,000,000 feet.
foot
We bave bandied Paroid fdr about four years, having sold over 130,000
and then turn and twist, adof
the and the sale is rapidly increasing. In 1005 we sold enough to take tbe place
and
it, to get
In

In tbe first

no

place

experiment.

Get Your Arms

Stretched.

length
re-adjust
just

right light before
ly

just

read easi- 700,000 shingles.

of Fire Underwriters
It Is practically fireproof; the National Association
and cinder·.
it in the class with gravel roofs as it is proof against spark·
accept
with abingles,
of
This difficulty in reading ii one
Another thing to be considered is tbe low cost as compared
to the quantity and tblckneM need,
cent
according
to
20
cheaper,
of
40
per
first
the
approaching eye- beinga medium
signs
extra cost of laying the
than
quality cedar, making allowance for the are
failure.
entirely unsuitable,
are many roofs so flat that ahinglee
There
shingle·.
peij·
'Tisn't longer arms you need, but while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of the
Paroid
cost.' I· is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer window·. By uaing
"right glasses"—the kind we fit.
When you begin to wear glasses it i· practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, Ac., with flat roof· at a big saving
Red Rope Roofing which is an
it is important that you begin right. in material. We bave the well known Neponset
roof, good for five years or more. Also the Neponset Black
A little help when first needed will excellent low-priced We shall
be pleased to furnish samples and further informaWaterproof Paper.
keep your eyes strong all through tion on application.
life. Care for your eyes and they

Court of be United State· of America within
and for the District of Maine, a· a court of bankruptcy, we command and strictly enjoin you,
laying all other· matters aside and notwithapstanding any excuse, that you personally
be holden
pear before our said District Court to
at Portland. In aald district, on the 18th day of
May, A. D. 1806, at 10 α. μ to answer to a
tioa llled by 8haw, Hammond A Carney, H. ».
Melcher Co., C- A. Weston Co.. Hannaford Bros.
Co., and Gauthier Bros., in our said Court, prayand
ing that you may be adjudged a bankrupt; Mid
to do further and receive that which our
District Court shall consider In tbls behalf. And
this you aie in no wise to omit, under the pains
and penalties of what mav befall thereon.
Witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale. Jndge of
said Court, and the seal thereof, at
Portland, this 24th day of April, A.

I eeaL j

have been able to

ioc.

SELL

WE

CHARLES COLLINS.
A Co.'s Mowers, TedSubscribed and sworn to by said Charles Col- Adriance, Piatt
Uns, befoie me, this 19th day of April, A. D. 1 ders, Rakes and Harrows, Syracuse
lire
and
Sulky and Walking Plows, Disc
GEORGE C. WHEELER,
Standard Harrow
u-Notary Public Cut-out Harrows,
Co.'· Toole, Wheel Cultivators and
ML
Iron Age Tools, Corn Planters,

lût

complete. Although

VESTS

of

Before me.
A RET A S Ε.

higher

we

MORE FOR THEM!

and belief.

A. D. 1906.

good

now

NORWAY, MAINE.

Maine.
Dl-trlct of Maine,
{
County of Cumberland, ss. t
I, Clarence A. Weston, make solemn oath that
I am President of C. A. Weston Comp»ny, oae
o: the petitioning creditors above named, ami
that I am duly authorized to sign the foregoing
petition In it· behalf, and for and In Its behalf «lu
hereby make solemn oath that the statements
contained in the foregoing petition subscribed by
It, are true, according to my best Information

I

much

IN THE COUNTRY.

UNITS

S.B.4Z.S. PRINCE,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

1W6

goods

are

the old numbers at last

Notary Public.

State

STRONGEST

TWO OF THE

D.

M«-JA1|e8 ^

HEWEY, Clerk.

ORDER OF COURT.
of the United 9tates for the

In the District Court
District of Maine :
In the matter of

FRANK 8AWICKIS, alias,

)

J In

Bankruptcy.

you

can

|

will serve you well.
Have your glasses fitted by us,
then you'll be safe and satisfied.
THE

Bankrupt. )
SOUTH
Whereas a petition was on the nineteenth day

OPTICIAN,

PARIS,

MAINE.]

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents,
Soutli Fax»le, Maine

OASTORIA Rrwemc*»
III Mid Yn Din Alwijs Beugkt

|

'AW®®

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

KaMrleal Namtlrc.
(One word.)
5 raised the 6-7-4-3-2-11-13 and looked
The 1-2-5-8 3-4-2-5-13 was about
out.
5
cried.
"2-8-5-6-11-9,"
start.
to
*3-4-5-2-8 and 10-12-11-8 Ue before me.
1-2-5-8 13-12-10, lady, at my shabby
No. 88.—A

AS
A

important
regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
The

The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Meat Market.

—

Carpets

Wool

patterns and clean

to close out odd

up stock-

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

Fresh meats of all kinds constantly
hand.

Corned beef and ealt pork

on

specialty.

Fresh tish arrives every Monday afterQoon and Thursday morning.

shipping
paying full

Am

and

week,

live stock every
market price.

THayer,

T-

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

MARKET

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

a

Spruce, Fir, and Poplar

delivered at any station.

Sour

Ε. H. PIKE,

Stomach

No appetite, loss of strength, nervot»
doss. headache, constipation, bad breath
feneral debility, sour risings, and catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol cure· Indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural juices of dige»tion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined vith the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive r>rcoerties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure Indigestion
this famous remedy
and dyspepsia, bu
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.

est. 11. Common trees.

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

No.

Mr. S. S. Ball, of Ravenawcod. W. Va., says:—
**
I vu troubled with sour ftotnach (or twenty years.
Kodol cured roe and we are now usine It in milk
fer baby."

A

Ko4ot Digests What You Eat.

Bottl·· oefr. S1.00 Sue holdln» 2% times the trial
size, which sells for SO cents.
Prepared by E. 0. DeWITT * 00., OHIOAQOl
Sold

•

the most delicious and the
most perfect confections made.
Every sealed package is warranted to be in prime condition
or money refunded.
One thing peculiar to Lowmt'·
candie· to that they can be eaten
freely; tbey are pure and wholeare

Franklin

Another to that the Lowney
package* are full weight.
Send for tit Lo-amty Rrctift Book.
k The WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
V
A
BOSTON. MASS.

Picture Frames

Prolific,

Tennessee

Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Haverland,
Senator Dunlap,
Sample,

establish.
5. 50 plus brluk equals
ing.

Early.

Medium.

Medium.

Late.
Late.
Late.
Late.

Pride of Cumberland,
Commonwealth,
New Home,
Very
The above named are standard vari-

eties for the New England states and the
plants are the best that it is possible to
grow. Plants will be ready to set from
May 1st to May 15th. Place your order
early. Call on or address,
C. E. BENNETT,
South Paris, Maine.

■ PARKER'S ■
HAIR BALSAM

L. M. TUFTS,

PronoMe ft luxuriant (math.
Merer Tails to Beetor· Orey
Hair to iU Toothful Color.
Can· *caip <li«eeeee * haïr felling

SOUTH PARIS.

STATE OF XAIÎIE.
Treasurer's Offlce.
Augusta, Mar: h 28, 19»t>
Γυυη the following townships or tracte of land
not liable to be taxe·! In any town, the following
assessments for the State tax of 1906 were iua<le
by the Legislature on the 24'h (lay of March, 1903.
OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDS.

Fryeburg Λ oui. tirant,
Α. 1. iUSer Pl.,
Andover North Surplus,
Andover West Surplus,

# 47.50
£*).00
I59.rt0
57 3t
318.11
152.5»
352.20
422.54
662 40
254.!**
387.50
283.%
278.00
284.11
223 4»
240.00
188.99
100 00

C.

C Surplus,
No. 4, Κ. 1, Rlchardsontown,
No. 5, R 1, Magalloway Pl.,
No. 4, R. 2, A'Iamstown,
No. 5, R. 3. Lincoln PI,
No 4, R. 3, Lower Cupsuptlc,
No. 5, R. S, Pakertown,
No. 4, R. 4, Upper Cupsuptlc,
No. 5, R 4, Lynchtown,
No. 4, H 5, Oxbow,
No. 4, R. 8, Bowmantown,
No. 5, R. 5. Parmacbenee,

Bachelder*s tirant,
TIMBER AND tiRASS ON RESERVED
LANDS.
φ

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and
Coal at

No.
Να
No.
No
No.
No.

Builders' Finish I

|

Also Window & Door Frames.

E.

STATE OF XAIXE.

West
Treasurer's Office.
Augusta, April 11, 1908
or tracts of land
the
following
township·
Upon
not liable to b« taxed In any town the following
assessments for county tax of 1908 were made
by the County Commissioner· of OXFORD
County on the 13th day of March, 1906:

$ 35J4

Fryeburg Academy tirant,

308J3
118.74
4183

A. R. 1, Rlley PL,
Andover North Surplus,
Andover West Surplu»,

MBJ8

C,

C Surplus,
No. 4. Κ. I, Klcharlsontown,
No. 4, R. 2, Adamstown,
No. 4. R 3, Lower Cupsuptlc,
No. 5, R. 3. Parkertown,
No. 4, R. 4, Upper Cup«uptlc,
No. 5, R 4, Lynchtown.
No. 4, R. 5, Oxbow,
No. 4, R. 8, Bowmantown,
N». 5, R. 5, Partuacbenee.
Bacbelder*» tirant,
TIMBER AND tiRASS ON

113 53
-282.04
4% 83
373.42
311.38
200.34
196.30
188 13 1
178JM
140.80
74.40

RESERVED

LANDS.

C.
No. 4, B. 1, W. B. K. P.,
No.4, R. 2, W. Β. K. P.,
Να 4, R 3. W. B. K. P..
N0.5.R1.W. Β. K. P.,
No. 5, R. 3, W. Β. K. P.,
No. 5, R3. W. Β. K. P.,
N0.4.R.4, W. Β. K. P..
Να 5, R. 4, W. Β. K. P.,
Να 4, R. 5, W. Β. E. P.,
Χα 5, R. 5, W. Β. Κ. P.,
No. 4, R β, W. Β. K. P.,
A. R. 1, Rlley Pl..
Andover North Surplus,
C Surplus,
ORAMANDAL

* 9.82

Work.|

Sumner,

|

Maine.

....

Eggs for Hatching.
Barred Rocks and I
White Wyandottes.
Also

a

limited number

of

Rose Comb Rhode Island

Reds.
j$c. per

setting

W. C.

;6

9UB
30.53
11.80
910
ILK < >f
8.08
8.04 < iak
7.14 (
7.14
Α» I
«Al
8.36 <
3.13
US

SMITH^

)

CHANDLER,

W.

of 15.

$4

per

100.

THAYER,

J

Pleasant St., South Paris, Me.

A

new

Lot

small mold-

|

Stingy—What

do want to leave
sure we have treatthe
ed you as one of
family.
Bridget—Indade, an' you hov', ma'am,
an' Oi've stood it long 'nough.
Mrs.

us

for, Bridget? I'm

Anim*» story Por
LJttle Folk»

A Safe

Mr. Goose aud Mr. Green Bull Frog
a
chanced to Inhabit a pond quite near
fashionable hotel in the country.
Their little pond was not much larger
but
than they needed for their comfort,
hotel it
on the booklet advertising the
called "the lake."
Every evening the ladies and

was

cured when the causes that produce it
removed. Cleanliness, comfort and
health renewed by the use of Cream
Balm. Sold by all druggists for 50 cents,
or mailed by Ely Bros., 20 Warren Street,
New York.

t^UICK 1IKKF TEA.
Shred some beef and eoak it in its own
Gunner—So you went down to the
weight of water—two tablespoonfuls of rummage sale last evening?
Guyer—Yes, my wife said I might
liquid go to one ounce, since you cannot
heap them, or one pint to one pound— meet some old acquaintances down there.
with a few drops of lemon juice (if perGunner—And did you?
Guyer—I should say so. Soon as I
missible) and a little salt, for twenty
minutes, then turn into a saucepan, entered the door I came across my best
place it over the fire and with a wooden hat and overcoat.
spoon press the meat against the sides
If you ever bought a box of Witch
of the saucepan; when it is nearly at
to give satisfacboiling point, allow it to simmer gently Hazel Salve that failed did
not have the
for five minutes, but not to boil. Stir it tion the chances are.it
"E. C. DeWitt & Co," printed on
up and pour it off. Remove the fat and name
the wrapper and pressed in the box. The
it is ready for use.
original DeWitt'e Witch Hazel Salve
CONDENSED BEEF TEA.
never fails to give satisfaction for burns,
Take one pound of fresh beef, free sores, boils, tetter, cracked hands, etc.
in
it
from fat, cut it in small pieces; put
For blind, bleeding, itching and protrudϋ jar covered tightly, or a bottle, and eet
ing Piles it affords almost immediate rewater.
of
cold
or
a
it into
pot
saucepan
lief. It stops the pain. Sold by F. A.
or
three
for
boil
water
Let the
steadily
Shurtleff & Co.
four hours, or until the meat is white,
the juice having been all drawn out.
First London belle—0, have you heard
Season with salt to taste. When oold the news? I never would have believed
skim, and then serve to the patient bot it, but it's true. All sorts of wonderful
Sometimes a tea things are occurring nowadays.
or cold as preferred.
or tablespoonful of this can be taken by
Second London belle—Dear me! What
the patient when nothing else can. As has happened?
much boiling water as is used in quanti"An English duke, who spent three
ty of the extract can be added to make it weeks in America, has returned and
more like a drink.
married an Euglish girl."
This is a favorite dish with nearly all
sick people. Mix the yolks of two eggs
with two tableepoonfule of cream ; add
slowly while stirring constantly a small
cupful of .chicken broth. Season to taste
with
pour the cream broth into a
hot cup and serve with toasted cracker.

salt;'

ORANGE JELLY.

MRS. EDITH A. INGHAM.

EARLY

AN
EOO
FOR
AND
What good does It do you to eat if MILK
RREAKFAST.
your stomach fails to digest the food?
None. It does you harm—causes belchBeat up a fresh egg with a grain of
ing, sour stomach, flatulenoe, etc. When salt, pour upon it a pint of boiling milk,
tbe stomach fails a little Kodol Dyspepstirring all the time. Serve hot with
sia Cure after each meal will digest what
toast.
dry
you eat and makes the stomach sweet.
EOO ON TOAST.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
An uncooked egg is much more digestible than a cooked one, and a nice way to
,0U th,ok 1 ,0°k
Cat a slice of stale
serve it is on toast.
like an
dont téUthe bread very thin and oat out a piece with
a round cake cotter; brown nicely on
both sides and dip in hot milk. Spread
with the white of the egg beaten stiff,
Have you weakness of any kind—
leaving in the center a place in which to
the
or
of
ttomacb, back,
any organs
slip the yolk whole. Sprinkle with salt,
tody? Don't dope yourself with ordinary place in the oven a few minutes and
medicine. Hollister's Rocky Mountain serve hot.
ree is the supreme curative power. 35
Κθθ ΝΟΘΟ.
sent*, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff Λ
3o.
This is another good way to serre a
raw egg; Beat the white to a stiff froth

Kng/iehmtD?"0
Bogmbut

ttfcJuK

Always Bought

ÀVfegetaUe PreparationforAs-

similatiiig the Food andfie^ula-1
ling the Stomachs aitdBoweis of
IM

\Ν I S

/(

H 11.1) Κ h Ν

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·-

The Measure
—

OF

ALL

—

Typewriters?

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral

Opium,Morphine

not "Narcotic.

Jè+eafOUJÈ-SêMUIlHKWt
P*nfJà* Seedut-

A perfect Remedy fw Constipa
Hon, Sour Stomarh,Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Fcverishand Loss OF SLEEP.

ness

Facsimile Signature of
."THIS

IS THE PROPER

Commercial Brains
recognized and determined to have
style in dress at the pond since measure «very typewriter—quality
they saw so much of It at the hotel. quality—attribute for attribute—by
Each was to dress as best became him,

some

and then

together they

were

At

for
the

KIND,

simply
sporty derby.

"This is the proper thing." said Mr.
Frog. "All the sports wear it."
"Imagine what a sight I'd be in that
little linen band," said the goose dis•gustediy. "This neck of mine needs a
higli Itoard fence al>out it. And as for
that hat—I should be lost to view."
"Think what a figure I'd cut in that
collar of yours." grinned the frog. "It

might do for a crown, and those clothes
I tell you mine is the
—oh, awful!

Then, with collars torn and clothes
rent and bats smashed, they sat down
on the benk. panting.
"I guess (he style." said Mr. Goose
sadly, smoothing down his milled feathers. "Is to wear what suits you best."
"I guess you sp-ak the tru'li." panted
Mr. Frog.—St. Louis Post-Disnntch.

Imitations

are

Never

so

Qood.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO.,
3-fl
70

Broadway, New York.
Portland, Me.

Oculist.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
I have

my office from the Elm

oil!

Ν

CUSTOM

Farming Tools!
Largest Line Outside the City.

Buttermilk.
At the

Creamery,

in

large quanti-

ties, fresh and good, making first
class feed for pigs. We are anxious
to

dispose

of it.

OXFORD CO. CREAMERY.

The disposition of th.i criminal liquor cases
Ht the M irch term, 1900, Supreme .Judicial Court,
not reported arc as follows:
So. 37. State of Maine against Edward Slddall
for maintaining a nuisance, not proe'd.
In jail serving sentence·* on Indictments for
common seller and single sale.
Ko. 40. State of Maine against James Poland
for single sale, nol proe'd. In Jail serving
sentence for common seller.
No 44. State of Maine against John Russell foi
common seller, uol proe'd.
Gideon It. Ferlanri sentenced to joli foi
''ays for maintaining a nuisance In ad
dltlon to I'iOM line and costs, also for $.V
line and co»ts f.»r single sale has since
line* and costi
court adjourned paid
amounting In both cases to $270.70.
C. F. WHITMAN. Clerk.

δ

A^r^l

Patents

Sven

new husband.
The Waitress—Do you think he'll stay?

Ih

TMI o«wt*uii#c «■»**». ncw *o«« eirr.

Gasoline

Engines ΓΓΓ:,"™

rianure

Spreaders Γν.^Γ"""0Π"

Sulky
1

NOTICE.

|

Plows

Disk Harrows

(

JOHN

DEERE.

four different makes.

Plows, Cultivators, Spring Tooth

Harrows, Corn Planters, Potato

Planters, Webber Wagons.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

ROBERT

Scientific American.

111 η 11

EXACT COPY OF WBAEfiER

Exchange «t.,

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all ucr eon « Interested In either of the Eetntff
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parla, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday ol
April, In the your of our I.ord one thousand
nine hundred and six.
The following mattei
having l>cen presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It le hereby Ordkkko:
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terested, by causing a copy of this order to b«
Ox
published three weeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat, a newspai>er published
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at 11
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
D. 190C, at t
third Tuesday of May, A.
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

Tenney,

Ο

]jl)ns>s-J)CiNiN

Underwood,

to decide

the style for the pond people. When
each had put on his mannish clothes
TTow approach It In responsiveness—In
lie hardly knew the other.
How resemble
mechanical perfection.
Mr. Goose was rigged out in coat and It In appearance, design and finish. Its
vest with a tall six story piccadilly col- Increasing fame makes permanent the
Standard—
lar and high hat. Mr. Frog was dressin a low standing collar and
ed
THE ORIGINAL OF ITS

on

Dr. Austin

Thirty Years

airfjfsss*

NEW YORK.

THING."

House,
changcd
Norway, to rooms over ShurtlcfTe Dru* Store,
South Parle. I make this change to save the
time consumed getting over and back on the
elcctrlcs, th is getting a longer day In the office,
also to better accommodate my patients coming
MARY E. KLLIOTT, late of Porter, deceased ;
down the tirand Trunk and from point» north will and
petition for probate thereof presented
and east of Paris.
by Ansel E. Alley, the executor therein named.
I'trust the change will not greatly InconvenMARIA B.MANSFIELD, late of Brownfleld,
ience others who wish to consult inc.
deceased; will anil petition for probate thercol
REMEMBER THE PLACE AND DATE, presented by Lorlng R. Giles, the executor
therein named.
Hours
Pa-Is.
over ShurtleiTs Drug Store, South
NANCY II. TONYLE, late of Porter, deceased;
10 A. H. to 4 :30 P. li.
petition that licence be granted Krancls A. Fox,
Next visit Thursday, lTIay 3d. administrator, to convey real estate according tu
contract presented by George Andrews, party ol
the second part to such contract.
for
Petition
Discharge.
JAMKS G. DAVIS, of Canton; llnal aecounl
Bankrupt's
Important to Mother·.
of Geo. A. Wilson, guardian, presented for alIn the matter of
)
carefully erery bottle of CASTORIA,
ROBERT E. PARSONS, } In Bankruptcy lowance by Annie It. Wilson, executrix of the
will of said Geo. A. Wilson, deceased.
Bankrupt. J
a safe and nn remedy lor infante and children,
ESTELLA M.JUDKINS, of Bethel; llnal acTo the IiON. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Disand tee that it
trict Court of the United State» for the District count presented for allowance by Edward W.
Maine:
of
Penley, guardian.
Bears the
E. PARSONS, of Rumford, In the
EDMUND T. MAINS, late of Mason, de
Signature of
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, ceased; llnal account presented for allowance
in said District, respectfully represent», that
J. Hastings Bean, trustee.
by
In Uie For Over 80 Tears.
on the 9th day of Dec., last past, he was duly
under the Acte of Congress
The Kind Toe Bare Always Bought.
ELLEN TOOTH Λ Κ EU, late of Dlxlleld, deadjudgedtobankrupt,
relating Bankruptcy; that bo hasof duly sur- ceased; llrst account presented for allowance by
rendered all hU property and rights
property John Toothaker, administrator.
has fully complied with all the requirements
"What do you think of Belmont's andsaid Acts
HIRAM W. FIFIELD, lute of Paris, deceased ;
and of the orders of Court touching
of
final account presented for allowance by Annie
hie bankruptcy.
paying $125,000 for a horse?"
Wherefore lie pray*, that he may be decreed B. Wilson, executrix of the last will of Geo. A.
The one addressed pondered for a
dccea:-ed,
by the Court to bare a full discharge from all Wilson,
moment.
debts provable against his estate under said
CHRI3TABEL AND TRENNΛ E.BROWN,
"I think," he replied, "there is a bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex of
Mason; llnal account presented for allowby law from such discharge.
ance by J. Hastings Bean, guardian.
strong probability that Belmont wanted cepted
Dated this 11th day of April, A. D. 1906.
the horse."
ROBERT E. PARSONS, Bankrupt.
DELIA LONGSTAFF, late of Kumford, deceased; first and final a-jcount presented for alORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΚΟ».
Don't tie a cough or cold up in yonr
lowance by Margaret A. vhe riffs, executrix.
es.
or
District
Maine,
system by taking a remedy that binds
8YLVESTKR EMERSON, late of Frycburg,
On this 14th day of April, A. D. 19Ui, on
the bowels. Take Kennedy's Laxative
deceased; lln;il account of Ueo. A. Wilson prereading the foregoing petition, it Is—
seiited for allowance by Annie B. Wilson, exeHoney and Tar. It is different from all Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
It upon the same on the 4th day of May, A. D. cutrix of the last will and testament of ueo. A.
other cough syrups. It is better.
1906, before said Court at Portland, In said Die Wilson, deceased.
opens the bowels—expels all cold frum trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
GUSTAVUS C. PRATT, late of Paris, «lethe system, relieves coughs, colds, croup, notice thereof lie published In The Oxford
ceased; final uccount of Gee. A. Wilson, adminDemocrat, a ncwepai>er printed In sold District, istrator,
whooping cough, etc. An ideal remedy and
presented for allowance by Annie B.
other
and
that all known creditors,
persons
Children like it.
for young and old.
Wilson, executrix of the last will and testament
In Interest, may appear at the said timo an·
of Geo. A. Wilson, deceased.
If
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
have,
show
why
and
cause,
they
any
lace,
said petitioner should not tie
le prayer of
IDA F. GRANT, late of Canton, decease I:
will nnd petition for probato thereof presented
Tom—I can't imagine anything more granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, that by Frazler J. Grant, the executor therein named.
love
that
a
to
tell
than
difficult
you
girl
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credGUY Α., MARY J AND LEROY C. BUCK,
her. I tell you It takes courage.
itors copies of said petition and this order, adit
the
of
to them at their places of resilience as minor heirs of Nellie E. Buck, late of Woodthink
dressed
but
courage
Dick—Yes,
•>t·
ck, deceased ; petition for license to sell and
takes to tell a girl that you don't love stated.
witness the IIon. Ci.auence Hale, Judge convey real estate presented by Charles H. Buck,
her after you've onco told her that you of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port- Jr., guardian.
did.
land, In said District, on the 14tri day of April,
ADDISON E. IIERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A. D. 1906.
A true copy—Attest:
JAMES E. HKYVEY, Clerk.
R.]
[L.
the
much
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
so
indoors
during
Living
A true copy of ]>etltlon anil order thereon.
winter months creates a sort of a stuffy,
Attest: JAMES E. HEW ET. Clerk.
NOTICE.
want-of-ozone condition in the blood and
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
syetem generally. Clean up and get
been
duly appointed admlnUtratrlx of the
the District Court of the United States for the bas
ready for spring. Take a few Early InDistrict
\
estate of
of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Risers. These famous little pills cleanse
ZEN AS W. IXΛ LL late of Mexico,
matter of
)
IntheCountv of Oxford, deceased, and given
the liver, stomach and bowels and give In tbe
(in
HENRY Ε. HAI.E,
Bankruptcy.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
the blood a chance to purify itself. They
ofRumford, Bankrupt.)
demande against the estate of said deceased are
relieve headache, sallow complexion, etc.
To the creditors of Henry E. Kale, in the desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make paySold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
County of Oxford and itlstrict aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 7th day of ment immediately.
LINNIE M. HALL.
A. D. 1906, the said Henry E. Hale
Apr,
April 17th, 1206.
Colnmbus had just landed.
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
will bo held at the
"Anything we can do for you, sir?" flrst meeting of his creditors
NOTICE.
office of tbe Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
inquired the natives.
Paris, on the 2nd day of May. A. D. 1906, at
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
"Tes. Kindly direct me to the near- 10 o'clock In tbe forenoon, at which time the
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
est place where I can secure souvenir •aid creditors may attend, prove their claims, will and testament of
GEORGE A. WILSON, late of Paris,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
postal cards."
transact such other business a· may properly In the County of Oxford, dcceaaed. All persons
come before said meeting.
demands against the estate of said dehaving
Don't drug the stomach to cure a
South Parle,
ceased are desired to present the same for settleLTE Β L. GRAY,
cuts
Cure
all Indebted thereto are requested to
and
Minute
One
ment,
Cough
cough.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
make pavment Immediately
the mucus, draws the inflammation out
ANNIE B. WILSON.
1906.
17th,
April
of the throat, lungs and bronchial tubes,
60 YEAR8*
heals, soothes and cures. A quick cure
NOTICE.
EXPERIENCE
Its
for croup and whooping cough.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
constantly increasing use for many years
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
tells of the fact of its absolute usefulMELVIN DOUGLASS, late of Porter,
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
ness.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
"So you never expect to marry?"
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
"Never," answered Mr. Bliggius.
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay"Bat you might meet your ideal?"
ment Immediately.
"Oman·
"I might. But if I do the chances are
April 17th, 190é. JOSEPHINE DOUGLASS
Copyrights Ac.
that I won't be her ideal.'1
eh and description may
NOTICE.
pinion free whether an
CommunicaHave you p^ins in the back, inflammaThe subscriber hereby gives notice that he
invention ■■ inuu..., r.itenUbla
Patent·
on
has been duly appointed administrator of the
tion» strictly confidential. HANDBOOK
tion of any kind, rheumatism, fainting
tent free. Oldest seency for securing· patents.
estate of
Patente taken through Muna Λ Co. receive
spells, indigestion or constipation, HolWASHINGTON DEAN, late of Oxford,
tb·
in
without
charge,
tpteial notice,
lister's Rocky Mountain Tea makes you
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and
AU persons
bonds as the law directs.
well, keeps you well. 35 cents. F. A.
ivlng demands against the estate of said deShurtleff A Co.
to
the
same
for setare
desired
ceased
present
ctrA handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest
a
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
cnlatlon of any sclentioc Journal. Terns, $3
newsdealers.
all
a
make
Bold
has
Immediately.
to
by
mistress
|L
payment
months,
year; four
Chicago Cook—The
GEORGE L WILDER.
April 17th, 1906.
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The Kind You Have

enough in its praise.

There's always a cause for headache.
their
men from the hotel would put on
Usually in the digestive organs. Healfine clothes and walk around the pond thy bowel action the only safe cure.
"L. F." Atwood's Bitters make healand say:
thy bowels.
"Oh. look at the swan!"
"Oh. see the fine frog!"
Both Mr. Goose and Mr. Green Bull
Frog wore much pleased at being so

For Infants and Children.

years. I commenced to take your Bitters about one month ago. I feel like
a new woman and I owe it all to your
medicine. I don't feel that I can say

I

SOUP.

CUSTOM!

Readfield Corner, Me., April 7,1904.
Dear Sirs:—
I have «been troubled with headache
and a pain in ray side for about three

gentle-

Shake off the grip of your old enemy, style!"
Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream
"No: mine is, for yours wouldn't stay
Balm. Then will all the swelling and
on me one moment."
soreness be driven out of the tender,
At length the discussion waxed so
inflamed membranes. The fits of sneezwarm that they came to blows, aud
ing will cease and the discharge, as offensive to others as to yourself, will be the goose all but swallowed the frog.

are

Remedy

for Hea.d8k.ches

What Is Style?

Nasal

ment.

Put half a pint of cold water in a
saucepan with three ounces of loaf sugar
The Youthful Mild.
and one ounce of gelatine and allow it to
"Noah's wife," wrote a boy In an ex- simmer for three or four minutée; reamination "was called Joau of Arc." move from the stove. Peel three oranges
"Water," wrote auother, "is composed very thinly, with none of the white part,
if a steel
of two gases, oxygen aud cambrigen." wiping the knife occasionally
one is used, or the jelly will be a bad
"Lava," said a third, "is what the baroolor. Infuse the peel for a few minutes
ber puts on your face." "A blizzard,"
in the boiling water, sugar, etc. Squeeze
declared auother child, "is the inside the
juice from three or four oranges,
of a fowl."
sufficient to make half a pint of juice.
Put it into a basin and add the juice of
Brlfht and Timely.
one lemon, strain the water, etc., from
The Senior—I'm due to turn in a the saucepan on to the juice. Rinse out
thesis subject this week, and I simply a mold, first with boiling water, then
with cold. Pour the jelly into it, and
can't decide on oue.
cold pass the mold quickly
Her Sophomore Sister-How would when quite
warm water and turn it on to a
the molecular energy of fudge do?— through
glass dish. This jelly is also very pretty
Puck.
served in an orange skin cut in the
form of a basket, rinsed in cold water
Key to the Pumaler.
and filled with the jelly before it hardene,
No. 80.—Metagram: 1. Nine. 2. Fine.
just as an ordinary mold ie filled.
3. Line. 4. Mine. 5. Vine.
8EBVING FRUITS.
No. 81.—Geographical Puzzle: SwanIf your invalid is allowed to have fruit
sea.
always serve it as daintily as possible.
No. 82.—Knlgma: Spring, ring, pin.
Grape fruit should be very cold, and it is
No. 83.—Itiddlemereo: Howells.
most attractive served on cracked ice
No. 84.—A Greek Acrostic: Fourth with green leaves around it. Oranges
1. Pythagoras. 2. are best served in halves and eaten with
Herodotus.
row
White grapes should
Homer. 3. Socrates. 4. Xeuophon. δ. an orange spoon.
be cut in small clusters easily handled
Pindar. G. Demosthenes. 7. Plato. 8.
by the invalid and piled up on a laceClaudiopolis. 0. Aristotle.
doily or snowy napkin.
edged
No. 85.
Concealed Animals: Boar,
TAPIOCA JELLY.
camel, ass. jackal, hind, bear, beaver,
This is excellent for an invalid. To
doe, ram, «ape.
prepare it, soak one breakfast-cupful of
No. 80.
Missing Rhyme: Heard, tapioca in three cups of cold water overbluebird.
night. In the morning put it in a double
No. 87.—Additions: 1. Over-took. 2. boiler with a cup of hot water and let it
simmer until perfectly clear, stirring
Fee-ling.
often. Sweeten to taste and flavor with
will
relieve
that
is
the juice of half a lemon. Pour into
Nothing
indigestion
not a thorough digeetant. Kodol Dys- cups and set away until perfectly cold.
pepsia Cure digests what you eat, and Whipped cream and sugar may be served
allows the stomach to rest—recuperate— with this jelly.
grow strong again. A few doses of KoOYSTER SOUP.
dol after meals will soon restore the
This is very nutritious and easy to
stomach and digestive organs to a fnll
little broth of lean
performance of their functions naturally. prepare. Make asimmer
with it some
veal or mutton,
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
root of celery. Strain it, put it again on
Her—And you say she wm loudly the fire and when it boils throw in the
dressed?
oysters with their liquor and a sprinkling
Him—Well, not exactly that, perhaps, of salt and pepper. Boil up once ana
but her silk skirts made a lot of noise.
serve.

"He asked her to My the word that
rould make bin happy for life."·
Plumbing Goods. The best of "Didshe?"
"
woodwork for closets. No old [
"No; she said 4yes.'
and see this line. Job·
[ ;oods. Call
No J i GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
ting promptly attended to.
harge for team.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
lie·. Druggists are authorised to reund money if Paao Ointment falls to
Main·* ! an ia · to 14 day·. SO oents.
j îorway,

recommend you for the po-

Marston,
sition."—Youth's Companion.
to

paper. Stand this in a saucepan of boiling water for three hours (by cooking in
this way it never boils). When done,
stir it once or twice, then pour it off
against the lid, not strain it, which
would remove the brown particles. Remove the fat by drawing soft paper over
the surface, or if left till cold it will
For warming up,
come off in a cake.
place the required quantity in a small
jar or cup and stand in a saucepan of
boiling water. When hot pour it into a
clean cup, previously heatod with hot
water, and serve on a tray, spread with
a clean napkin, with thin, crisp toast, cut
in neat strips and laid on a small plate in
crossbars.
If beef tea is required immediately it
made in half an hour, containing
can be
a surprisingly large amount of nourish-

—

CHANDLER,

Planing, Sawing

a

The

—

South Paris, Maine.

E. W.

mands some knowledge of the chemical
changes which food undergoes in cooking and a careful appreciation of the
elementary principles of cooking.
The three virtues of a good cook are

CHE AM CHICKEN

AO

vh

aiataateful a task as that upon whioh he
would enter in two minute·.
Food
for
an
Invalid.
Preparing
"I had rather take a dozen flogging·,"
In cum of illness, food is certainly of be
muttered; then a quiok knock soundmore
even
of
possibly
importance ing at the door, he turned alertly.
equal,
than medioine.
Its preparation de"Come In!" he called.

—

A. W. Walker & Son's,

$13 20
13.20
4, R. 1. W. Β. Κ P..
27.60
4. R. 2, W. Β Κ P.,
15.80
W
Β
Κ.
P.,
4. R. 3.
! will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
12.50
J.R.1.W B. K. P.. Magalloway Pl.,
Size or Style at reasonable price·.
00
W
13
Β.
K
Lincoln
R.
P.,
Pl.,
5,
2,
10.80
5, R.S, W. Β. Κ. P,
10.80
No. 4, R. 4, W. Β. Κ P.,
9.6U
No. 5, R.4, W. B. K. P.,
9.G0
No. 4, R. 5, W. B. K. P.,
It In want of an y kind of Finish for Inside or
7 » Outside work, seed In your orders. Pine Lam
No. 5, R.5, W. Β. K P.,
8 75 ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
No. 4. R. β. W. Β. K. P.,
8.40
A R. 1 (Rlley),
4.30
Ando7er, North Surplus,
and Job
7.30
C Surplus,
ORAMANDAL SMITH,
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards tor sale.
SUle Treasurer.
C.

ο ο

1. 50 plus u finish e<iuals to loan.
2. 500 plus uncooked equals to attract
3. 1 plus to scold equals angry.
4. 5 plus au exclamation equals to

named varieties:

Mouldings s,'L

Nichols St..

ο ·

in Bulgaria.

FOR MALE.
Strawberry plants of the following

Mats, Mirrors

in

ο ο

No. 05.—Arithmetical Parnate·.

and Pictures,

High Grade

• ·

ο

In Harrison county, Iowa.
II.—1. A large city of Germany. 2.
A towu of Bohemia. 3. A county of
Kentucky. 4. A great city of Russia.
5. A river of Palestine. 6. A country
of northern Europe. From 7 to 8, a
bay indenting the coast of France;
from 5 to 0, a city of New Zealand.
From 2 to 6, a range of mountains

some.

CALVIN AUSTIX, Vice President
and (ieaeral Manager, Boston, Maes.

&

^

Chocolate Bonbons

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

• ·

I.—1. A town lu Pepin county, Wisconsin. 2. Λ city on the Meuse river.
3. Some Islands north of Scotland. 4. A
seaport of France. 5. A city in the
Philippines. G. A province of NorthFrom 1 to 2, a
west British India.
county of Illinois; from 3 to 4, a town

every pièce.

Lowney's

ξ

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 p. u.

ο ο

ο
ο

·

ο ο

ο

β

uNami

cm

Faro $l.BO.

LISCOMB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

ο ο

ο
~

Squares,

II.

L

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

F.

O-l.—(icoatraphical

ο ο

by F. A. 9hurtleff Λ Co.

Easier» Steaisliip Company.

J.

ΟΛ.—Pictorial Proverb.

familiar proverb is here depicted.
No.

Portland Division.

It

two minute· of three. He shuffled a few
papers upon hli desk, hie face fall of
perplexity, for he had rarely had ao

girl who entered was tall and
rigorous, with an air of power, both
phyaioal and mental, that was unusual·
"You are promptness itself, Miss Karathe dean aaid, as he rose to meet
ton,"
of
her.
G-12-2-3; 2 13-2-10-5-12-13'e eyee follow economy, punctuality and cleanliness,
which cleanliness is the most important.
"It's as easy to be on time as to be
11-13 this 6-7-4-3 8-0-10-11-18 letme.
Never let a sick person see you tsste a
late," she answered quietly.
ter my Instructions are written; armed
same
above
not
the
with
all,
thing, and,
"At all events, it makee things much
with 11-10 5 2-1 9 happy 1-2-13."
spoon he is about to use. In serving easier for other people," the dean aaid,
food to an invalid, the whitest linen, the with a smile. "1 wiah that
everybody
No. 8».—Burled Mythological Celebri- brightest silver and the most delicate
Then seeing the
waa of your opinion."
ties.
ana pretty china should be selected, and
suppreaaed eagerness in the girl's face,
That chromo must be put away.
everything should be dished up neatly he went straight to his task. "I sent
Go. give them Ida's picture, pray.
and delicately,"without spot or blemish for
you this afternoon, Misa Maraton, to
While I expand or amplify
be
should
anywhere. Everything
tell you of a letter which hasoome to ua,
So plain that Alan Tate may try
that
of
and
carried
together,
up
thought
To understand the Roman law·.
asking if we could recommend among
there may be no waiting while salt and this
He'll do the best he can because
year's graduates a young woman to
sugar are fetched. Neither ehould salt take charge of the mathematics departMyrtle and Ernest wrote with ease
be
in
and
added
Of Indian aborigines.
cooking, ment in the girla' high aohool at Austin.
sugar
freely
And whut a scholar Gussie seems!
especially the latter, for as a rule one's Of course we thought of you at once.
Why, sir, I saw her write two themes! taste for sweet things goes with health. Your record in mathematics has been
Above all, let nothing be greasy.
exceptionally fine, and you posaess beSo. OO.—Doable DlaxoatL
When arranging a tray always use the sides certain
qualities of character which
1. Princely residences.
prettiest tray cloth and the daintiest ahould make you a successful teacher in
china the house affords, never omitting the
2. Severely.
higheat meaning of the word.
fresh blossoms; if the odor of flowers
3. Elementary.
"There ia just one drawback. Behind
is offensive, then a sprig of mint or the teacher and
4. Rain falling.
etronger than the teachparsley may take their place. If a er,
up or tearing down the
5. One who indites.
building
on
is
basket
full
of
flowers
placed
dainty
work that the teacher ia trying to do, is
6. One who inhabits a certain place.
the tray with a glass of bot milk you will
always the man or the woman. The
7. One who revels.
find the patient taking the milk with a man muat be
manly and the woman
Diagonals: From upper left to lower relish that would have been missing had womanly aa the very foundation of aucfrom
the
milk
an
been
served
alone.
uphand
artist;
corner,
many
By
right
Miss Marston, I wonder if you
cees.
such little devices you will help to short- have ever
per right to lower left hand corner,
thought how much a woman's
en the long, lonely hours of a convainfluence depends upon her appearance
malicious talk.
lescent patient.
dress."
and
As to the actual cooking, too much
Her eyes were almost reproachful.
No. 01.—Floral Punie.
and trouble cannot be excare,
thought
Dr. Alvord," she cried, "when
"Dress,
A falsehood and deficiency make a
pended on it. Few people are capable there are such worlds to think about—to
flower.
mutton
of making even beef tea and
study? When—"
broth decently. As these often form the
The dean interrupted with a gesture
No. 02.—Central Acrostic.
an
the
of
articles
of
diet
invalid, of apology. "Not ruffles and ribbons,
staple
The following words may all be it is of the utmost importance that they
Miss Marston, but collars and hair and
found in Mrs. Ilemans' poem, "The contain all the nourishment capable of skirt
bindings. If one must choose they
Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers." being extracted from the meat.
are more important than calculus."
When rightly guessed and written one
BKEF TEA.
Miss Marston caught her breath, and
below another the central row of letTake one pound of rump steak, remove her face flamed. The dean, with his
to
ters, reading downward, will spell the all the fat and gristle, cut it into strips unfailing courtesy, had not seemed
see her dress; but suddenly she became
name of the first one to set foot on and shred it by scraping it on a board
with a knife until all the pulp is remov- conscious of all—her tumbled hair, her
"Forefathers' rock."
and there is only a stringy white mass soiled collar, the spots on her skirt.
Crosswords (of unequal leugth): 1. ed
For a moment there was silence; then
left in the hand. Put the pulp into a
A musical instrument 2. The sea"Thank you,
basin, pour on it one pint of cold water she looked up bravely.
exword
A
4.
Foremost.
3.
shore.
and allow it to soak for twenty minutes Dr. Alvord," she said. "No one ever
with
To
receive
pressing assent 5.
or half an hour; then pour it into a jar told me before."
The dean's quick emile answered begladness. 0. A common article. 7. and cover it securely, first with the lid,
Destitute of color. 8. A country of then with strong paper. If there is no fore hie words.
"It will be a pleasure to us, Miss
Euroi>e. !>. Λ common liquid. 10. For- lid to the jar, cover with strong greased

as

is a metropolitan newspaper
good as a daily, and your

The dean

OomnMadenoa on toplosot Useras* to Μμ,ΙμΙΙUioficlted. Address: Kdltor HOKBUSi»
OOLCiOf, Oxford Doaocnt. Part·. Male».

for busy people, almost
Rural Free Delivery Carriei
times
three
every week.
brings it to your door
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its valu·.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
news of the world at a very small cost.
with all

GOOD

r«rgottn RequUlte.
glaaoed at the dock;

HOMEMAKEBS1 COLUMN.

South Paris, Maine.

Always Remember the Full Name

I .axative Rromo

Quinine

Cores a Cold in One Day, Grip in Two.
on

25c·

Bos.

QUAKERRANGIi

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to remove as
on

they

without bolts
50 CtS.

°0W,, ,"d

50 CtS.

a

Week at

Variety Store. Norway.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
ΓΟ CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT For Sale in South Paris. has
been duly appointed « xecutor ct the 1
last will and testament of
rake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
to tbe
land
and
C. W. EUSTIS, late of Dlxfleld,
bouse
belonging
The
CAR LOAD LOTS A SPECIALTY.
Druggists refund money if it fails to sstate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett, In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
E. W. Gbovb's signature is on
sure.
aa the Law directs. AU persona having
bonds
has
the
in the center of
village,
litaated
said
deceased
of
are
estate
tbe
demands against
For Price and Particulars address,
sach box. 2δο.
two apartments of seven and eight rooms aeslred to present the same for settlement, and
and is in U1 Indebted thereto are requested to make pay.
attic,
Ac.,
irith
sheds,
large
about?"
"What are you so gloomy
ment Immediately.
szcellent condition. The grounds are
JOHN R. TRA8K.
April 17tb, 1906.
"I am unable to keep out of debt."
1
containing additional house
and stir into it the yolk well beaten ;
extensive,
know
wbat
don't
you
boy,
"My
NOTICE.
season with a little sugar and a tiny
rouble is. I can't get anybody to trust ots.
W. T. HEWETT.
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that she
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
pinch of salt. While stirring pour very ne.M
executrix of tbe last
Paris.
been
S.
las
appointed
duly
hot
WRIGHT,
Agent,
1
JAMES S.
slowly into this one-half capful of
>
irlU and testament of
Α τνη cvot*tt a tvt.
the
T?Trr»ijTTVT
over
milk. Grate a little nutmeg
▲BEL IRISH, late of Bucklleld,
It pours tbe oil of life into your sysAU peraona
η the County of Oxford, deceased.
top or sprinkle over a little cinnamon.—
the
and
starts
It warms you up
em.
laving demands against tbe estate of said deSi.
Bean the
are desired to present the same for aettielie blood circulating. That's what Hoi·
Ladv's gold watch, about ίο daysl based
CASTORIAMirfwt™*^*
aU Indebted thereto are reqaested to
85
Tea
doe·.
Mountain
find· nent, and
Tbe
on fob.
Shirt waists of China silk in both Ister'a Rocky
S
letter
P. A. Shurtleff ι1 'go, gold
plain and fancy patterns are stylish and ! < tents, Tea or Tablets.
.< tt will report «t Democrat Office.
kCo.
putty.

J1

SIMON

|

put

are
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